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Shelton
Students Challenge Level of FAIR
Participation at Second Annual Solomon Spearheads
Environmental
- Amendment Forum
Law
m

BY CHRISTOPHER BOWEN

Special to the Nota Bene
On Thursday, March 24th, Lambda
Law hosted the Second Annual Solomon
Amendment Forum. At the Forum, pan
elists and students discussed the recent
Third Circuit decision
invalidating the Solo
mon Amendment, as
well as what to do if
the Supreme Court up
holds the decision.
The audience
and two of the panel
ists also urged the Law
School to take a more
forceful stand against
the Solomon Amend
ment than it had in
the past. Professor
Thomas Morgan, Dean
Roger Trangsrud, and
members of the au
dience with military

in the courts, Schneider criticized the
administration for retreating from its full
commitment.
Specifically, Schneider pointed to
the refusal of the administration to place
a large sign with a disapproving disclaimer
on the recruiting table used by the JAG

attention to the discriminatory policy
during the actual recruiting. Later in the
session, she argued that impeding the abil
ity of law students to join JAG was not
important, and that "the students would
just have to bear that burden."
Many members of the audience
agreed with
Schneider. One
member of the
audience ar
gued that fail
ing to place the
placard "disre
spected" gay
and lesbian stu
dents, and that
the Law School
should use ev
ery opportunity
to shame JAG
recruiters about
the Solomon
Amendment.
Another mem
ber of the au

Development
in Iraq
BY YETA USUDA

Staff Writer

A George Washington Law pro
fessor is taking the lead in guiding the
Iraqi government towards establishing
environmental law reforms.
Professor Dinah L. Shelton re
cently took a trip to Amman, Jordan,
where she gave intense training sessions
to Iraqi officials with the help of two
other experts. Among a number of
ongoing U.N. programs to reconstruct
Iraq, the project was the first to develop
environmental law.
The meeting, the U.N. Environ
ment Programme (UNEP) Capacity
Building Training Workshop on Envi
ronmental Law, took place March 7-10,
2005. Twenty Iraqi officials attended
experience, however,
Stuart Nickum/ Staff Photographer
dience, 3L Jen - thirteen from the Ministry of Environ
urged caution.
Valerie Schneider, Lambda Law President. Professor Joan Schaffner. Interim Dean
nifer Sheffield, ment and seven from the ministries of
After Professor Roger Trangsrud. and Professor Thomas Morgan discuss the potential impact of the
concurred, say health, industry, public works, foreign
Joan Schaffner pro FAIR lawsuit on the Law School community.
ing that it was affairs, planning and oil, and the City
vided the history of
the Solomon Amendment and the efforts Corps at a recent non-profit career fair. better to insult a guest than to hurt a long Hall of Baghdad.
"It was very exciting to see
made to repeal it, the co-president of She saw this as a disappointing action that time friend.
Dean Trangsrud responded to these the extent to which they are really
Lambda Law Valerie Schneider argued "insulted" members of the homosexual
that the school should do more to pres community. Having the disclaimer on the arguments by noting that the need for a committed to rebuilding this country
sure the military about the issue. While employer check-in table, at the bottom of continuing cordial relationship with the and to participating in international
applauding the Law School's decision to all CDO materials mentioning the JAG military outweighed the marginal value of negotiations and international treaties
join the Forum on Academic and Institu Corps, and posted all around the Law the sign. He noted that the Law School and to trying to the future for their
tional Rights (FAIR), which is challenging School was insufficient in Schneider's
children," Shelton said.
See SOLOMON page 2
the constitutionality of the Amendment view because it did not draw students'
"It was interesting. It would be the
same, I think, with almost any country,
where you bring together people from
different ministries. Each ministry has
its own priority and its own agenda.
Sometimes, it's difficult for them to
cooperate. It's a challenge to get them
to work together."
The four-day meeting was jointly
organized by the UNEP and the U.N.
Elizabeth's battle with cancer her family Institute for Training and Research
& Rosenthal LLP.
BY JANE YANOVSKY
(UNITAR). The training sessions were
Elizabeth and her husband Michael wore the yellow LiveStrong bracelets of
News Editor
also
co-sponsored by the ministries of
Lundblad had also recently become the Armstrong foundation in support of
environment
of Iraq and Jordan, and by
her courage and perseverance.
On Thursday, March 31, the GW parents to a daughter, Harper Catherine.
Japan's
Ministry
of Foreign Affairs.
A memorial service for Elizabeth
Law School community lost Elizabeth In honor of his wife, Michael has been
"The
objective
of the workshop is
was held on April 3 at Temple Rodef
Ann Prostic to late stage breast cancer. working on a website called metacancer.
to
develop
the
participants'
skills in the
Shalom in Falls Church, VA.
Elizabeth was looking forward to graduat org, which will serve a foundation for
implementation
of
the
environmental
In an email to the Law School com
survivors and caregivers of patients cop
ing from the Law School in May 2005.
munity,
Dean Trangsrud stated that "the law process in support of the country's
A 1996 graduate of the University ing with metastatic cancers.
sustainability objectives," Mijke HerElizabeth's family has requested Law School community mourns with
of Pennsylvania, Elizabeth enjoyed a
Elizabeth's family and friends the loss of toghs, program officer of the UNEP's
very successful career on Capitol Hill, that instead of flowers, friends and fam
the bright, vibrant young woman who had Post Conflict Assessment Unit, which
including serving as the Chief Privacy ily make donations to either metacancer.
already managed to accomplish so much overseen the project, said in an e-mail.
Officer for the United States Department org or the Lance Armstrong Foundation
"The training is designed to fa
during her short life."
•
of Commerce, as policy advisor for the (www.laf.org), which also funds cancer
miliarize
the participants with legal and
A tribute toElizabeth will appear in the
Senate Commerce Committee, and as research and provides resources for can
See SHELTON page 4
cer sufferers and survivors. Throughout next issue of Nota Bene.

Law School Mourns Loss of
Soon-to-be-Graduate
Elizabeth Ann Prostic
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GW Hosts First-Ever National Animal Law
Legislative Drafting and Lobbying Competition
situations included scenarios where
committee chairs were unVilling to let
Staff Writer
the bill have a hearing or move out of
committee, as well as attempts to amend
the bill onto an appropriations bill.
On Saturday, April 2, the law
Judges included staff members
school's newly established Student
from
HSffS as well as Jessica Maher,
Animal Legal Defense Fund (SALDF)
a Legislative Assistant
hosted the first-ever
to Representative Sam
National Animal Law
Farr
of California.
Legislative Drafting and
The winner re
Lobbying Competition,
ceived a cash prize
in conjunction with the
of $250 and a plaque,
National Center for Ani
while the two semiBV CRISTINA VON SPIE GELFELD
mal Law (NCAL), and
finalists received $100
Staff Writer
the Humane Society
awards. After the
of the United States
awards ceremony, a re
(HSUS).
Although GW's chapter of the SALDF was just the class interactive/the professors foster open dis
ception was held at Java
Denise Starr, a 3L
established
and the Animal Law Legislative Drafting cussion and challenge students to critically evaluate
Green, an all-vegetarian
day student at GW won
and Lobbying Competition is in its inaugural year, the current law and to discuss ways to move the law
restaurant with a nearly
the competition with
animal law has been taught at GW since 2001. Since forward.
all-vegan menu.
Reasa Haggard of Ari
Although students who take the class usually
2002, it has been taught by Professors Jonathan LovGW received the
zona State University
arrive
with a preexisting interest in the subject matter,
vorn
and
Nancy
Terry,
both
of
whom
work
at
the
honor of hosting the
School of Law and InHumane Society of the United States (HSUS), the they represent a wide range of opinions on many issues
competition through
essa Meyerovich of the
rather than a homogeneous ideology. The students also
nation's
largest animal protection organization.
the persistent work of
City University of New
Along with the growing presence of an animal learn that animal law touches on nearly every subject of
Contini. Contini had
York School of Law as
law community at GW, the class has grown in popular law, including constitutional law, evidence, trusts and
originally contacted
runner-ups.
ity
and class size has doubled to the 22 student signed estates, contracts, criminal law, torts, and others.
Laura Ireland Moore,
Participants came
up for next fall. According to Loworn, the class has
For 2L Lynn Deavers, the best part of the class
Executive Director of
to GW from law schools
received
a
lot
of
positive
feedback
as
students
continue
were
the
people that she met and the opportunity to
NCAL, to see if GW
in Arizona, California,
to enjoy the nontraditional and cutting edge aspects hear her classmates and professors' ideas on where the
could host the Animal
Florida, New York, and
of the field.
field should move next. "It is exciting to feel as though
Law Moo = t Court
Connecticut. Third year
This
year,
the
class
is
titled
the
Animal
Law
and
one
can make a difference in this field, and really move
and Closing Argument
student Kerry Contini,
Wildlife Protection Seminar. Although it is a two it forward," said Deavers, who is also actively involved
Competitions, which
chair of SALDF, said
credit seminar class with a required research paper, in the law school's Animal Welfaie Pro Bono Project,
were held at Harvard
the competition was a
it is taught like an introductory course that gives an SALDF, and is a law clerk in the Animal Protection
earlier this year.
resounding success and
overview of federal, state, local and international Litigation Section at HSUS.
Because NCAL
such an excellent edu
Deavers
also
noted
the
extraordinary
commit
laws
governing
animal
law.
The
class
also
teaches
the
had
already
committed
cational experience for
historical
development
of
animal
law
and
delves
into
ment
and
skills
of
her
professors.
Loworn
and
Kerry
to
having
Harvard
host
participants that those
are
not
only
experience
animal
rights
law
advocates,
theoretical
questions
about
personhood
and
whether
the
Moot
Court
competi
who were not graduat
but are in fact pioneers in the subject.
animals should have rights.
tion on an annual basis,
ing this year already
Loworn
heads
the
newly
formed
Animal
Protec
The
class
surveys
the
field
of
animal
law,
focusing
Moore suggested that
made plans to return
tion
Litigation
section
of
HSUS.
Previously
he
was
a
on
cruelty,
transport
of
farm
animals,
federal
preemp
GW
host the Legislative
for next year's competi
partner
with
Meyer
&
Glitzenstein,
a
public
interest
tion,
standing,
and
other
constitutional
issues,
as
well
Drafting
and Lobbying
tion.
law
firm
in
Washington,
D.C.,
where
he
won
numerous
as
wildlife
protection
and
legislative
strategies.
LovCompetition
instead.
The competition
victories
for
animals
on
HSUS's
behalf.
vorn
describes
the
animal
law
field
as
currently
being
NCAL
had
always
is the first of its kind as
Perry
is
HSUS's
chief
lobbyist,
and
as
a
law
stu
where
environmental
law
was
in
the
1970s,
With
the
wanted
to
do
this
type
there are currently no
field
rapidly
developing
and
interest
growing
expo
dent
was
a
major
factor
in
developing
the
animal
law
of
event,
and
GW
was
other law school skills
nentially in the past five years, the class discusses new program at Lewis & Clark Law School; he helped not
a perfect host, with its
competitions that focus
only to found and organize the first-ever annual law
developments in almost every class.
burgeoning student and
on legislative drafting
As a result, class readings include mostly land conference but also the only animal law journal in the
faculty interest in animal
and lobbying. The com
mark cases, as well as compelling articles by leading country. Both professors also teach an intensive sum
law and its location near
petition and the problem
constitutional law and animal law scholars. Keeping
mer class on animal law at Lewis & Clark.
•
the Capitol.
were designed by Nancy
Moore expects that
Perry, chief lobbyist at
the competition will be
HSUS, with the help
from Richard Patch, Deputy Director of and creating materials for the bill, to profiles. The preliminary rounds were held yearly at GW. In addition to ac
Federal Legislation at HSUS, and with anticipating questions during lobbying designed to mimic actual Capitol Hill cepting more participants, Moore would
sessions.
lobbying sessions.
also like to see a lobbying day included in
feedback from students.
The problem called on participants
After the preliminary rounds, the the schedule, with participants spending
The competition is unique because
it teaches skills not taught in the class to draft a bill to halt experimentation top three competitors moved into the a day on the Hill meeting legislators and
room or on skills board such as moot on chimpanzees in the United States, final round, where they participated in observing real Congressional hearings to
and then lobby for its passage. After three discrete lobbying situations. The build their expertise. "
•
court or mock trial.
BY CRISTINA VON SPIEG ELFELD

As Perry explained, lobbying
skills are usually learned when you are
actually tasked to do it at your job. The
competition gave students an opportu
nity to gain experience in legislative
drafting and lobbying before they leave
law school, from doing the research

submitting a draft of the bill and a sup
porting fact sheet prior to the start of
the competition, contestants took part
in three preliminary rounds where they
attempted to persuade mock members
of Congress. They had to prepare
their strategy based on three legislator

Animal Law Takes Off

SOLOMON from page l.
had made its opposition to the Solomon
Amendment and the "Don't Ask, Don't
Tell" policy clear both through the innu
merable disclaimers posted throughout
the Law School during the fall interview
ing season and through the law school's
membership in FAIR. Anyone who did
not know that the Law School objected
to the Solomon Amendment "must have
been living in a cave."
In addition, Trangsrud argued that
the Law School's "long and cherished re
lationship" with the JAG corps, evidenced
by numerous alumni and faculty members
with JAG connections, counseled against
needlessly insulting JAG Officers when
they were on campus. "In processes that
depend on human relationships, choosing

an option that is a deliberate affront would
not serve purposes that the statement
seeks to serve," he stated.
Finally, Trangsrud noted that, as
Interim Dean, he wanted to keep the Law
School on a steady course for his succes
sor. Introducing a new hassle for JAG
recruiters would harm the Law School
and the future Dean, as the school "will
deal with these institutions for decades
to come."
Professor Morgan, another panelist,
noted that although Professor Schaffner
had made clear that Lambda Law's posi
tion was not anti-military, that was not
true for the American Association of
Law Schools (AALS) when it adopted the
by-laws requiring schools to exclude em
ployers who discriminate on the basis of

sexual orientation. As president of AALS
at the time of the adoption, Morgan noted
that the by-law change had been more
anti-military than pro-gay. There was "no
question at the time that the point was to
stick a fork in the eye of the military," he
explained.
Morgan also argued that even if
FAIR prevailed in challenging the Solo
mon Amendment, the AALS might not
enforce it. Excluding schools might be
construed as a group boycott and could
raise antitrust concerns. Far from being
a moot point, many religious law schools,
such as Notre Dame, could not have the
AALS by-law as part of their rules.
During the question and answer ses
sion, Professor Roger Schechter asked the
participants to consider the consequences

of the Supreme Court either not hearing
the government's appeal or even striking
down the Solomon Amendment itself.
If the AALS could actually enforce its
rule, GW would face the choice between
either offending the military, thus risking
numerous government contracts held by
the university, or defying the AALS, thus
risking being thrown out of the organi
zation and losing access to high-quality
faculty members. Finally, some audience
members who had served in the military
argued that excluding recruiters was coun
ter-productive. Without access to liberal
arts universities, the military would draw
its officers from the more conservative
military academies, making change in the
overall system less likely.
•
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International Law
Society Hosts Successful
International Law Week

Is getting a foothold in
Washington's real estate
market next on your
Agenda?

BY ERIC C. JESCHKE

gave members a great chance to talk with
people working in the embassy as well as
in other areas of diplomacy," said ILS
The International Law Society (ILS) member 1L John Delaney.
at The George Washington University
The ILS was almost completely
Law School marked a return to the stu inactive during the 2003-2004 academic
dent community this year with strong at year. International Law Week, normally
tendance at several events during its recent held joindy with both Georgetown Uni
International Law Week, held from March versity and American University, did not
16th to 24th. The week included a number take place last year.
of panel discussions, embassy visits, tours
Associate Dean for International
of government organizations, and visits to and Comparative Legal Studies Susan
local international law firms.
Karamanian requested help from the SBA
"The events for the week were to gauge student interest and try to get the
mostly career-oriented but there was also ILS reorganized at the beginning of the
a strong social and cultural element to current academic year. ILS Vice-Presi
the week as well," said ILS President 3L dent 2L Skye Justice and SBA President
Jeff Schwartz. "There is also a strong Eric Koester were both heavily involved
foreign relations aspect with the embassy in the reorganization.
visits."
"The lLs this year really gave a lot
One of the most highly anticipated of energy to get the organization started
events of the week was a reception at again," noted Schwartz. "Many of them
the Panamanian Embassy on Friday, approached the SBA after Dean Karama
March 18th. Ricardo Lombana, a 2001 nian became involved to show they were
LL.M. graduate who currently serves as interested in bringing ILS back."
the Deputy Chief of the Mission at the
The energy may be attributed to
embassy, hosted the reception.
See LAW WEEK page 8
"The Panamanian Embassy visit
Staff Writer

Melissa Chen, KSG V7
202 744-1235
mchen@eversco.com

Representing Home Buyers in DC, V A, & M D
Contact Us Today to Set Up an Appointment

EVERS & Co.
R E A L

E S T A T E

I * C .

202-364-1700

Andrea Evers
202 550-8934
aevers@eversco.com

Woodall Triumphs in Immigration Clinic Case
Third year student Mirta Woodall
let out a big sigh of relief this week as the
news came down that her year of hard
work will guarantee the safety of a single
mother and her two children.
The news, that Woodall's client
M.D., a former Aristide supporter, was
awarded political asylum in the United
States, marks the successful culmination
of Woodall's first case with the Immigra
tion Clinic at GW.
"It was a very emotional moment
when she got it," Woodall said. "I was
really holding back, thinking I'm not go
ing to cry, I need to be professional, I'm
the lawyer. It's great knowing that you've
really helped someone, saved their life."
Woodall was chosen to represent
M.D. almost by default. In fact Woodall's
involvement with the Immigration Clinic
in general is a matter of coincidence.
In her second year, Woodall took
an immigration law class with Professor
Alberto Benitez, the Immigration Clinic's
faculty advisor. Though she enjoyed the
subject, Woodall didn't intend to sign up
for the clinic until after a summer position
through Catholic Charities stirred aspi
rations for a career in immigration law.
Woodall emailed Benitez to try and get
into the clinic but was rebuffed because
the clinic was full. Luckily, a position
opened in the fall and Woodall was able
to enroll.
In a similar vein, Woodall was
not initially assigned to represent M.D.
either. Rather, she began working with
another client, only to find that he had
acquired other representation. M.D.,
who was coming up on a filing deadline,
was referred by the client and bumped to
the top of Woodall's case load.
M.D. fled Haiti in January of
2004 after partisan bickering turned to
bloodshed, causing her to fear for her
safety. M.D. was a well-known political
activist in her home country, fighting for

women's rights and advocating general while she visited family. In her absence,
equality. In Aristide's early days as a the guard was shot in the legs by a group
reform candidate, M.D. openly voiced that broke into M.D.'s home demanding
to know her whereabouts. Recognizing
her support.
During Aristide's reign, M.D. was that her story was beginning to sound a
hired to a comfortable position with the lot like those of the people whose bodies
government, and though her life's work were being found throughout the country,
was devoted to trying to empower Haiti's M.D. gathered her children and came to
impoverished majority. But the battle the U.S. on a visitor's visa.
Visitors who are planning to apply
lines had been drawn between those on
for political asylum have one year from
public payroll and off of it.
Fabiana Esposito, an Immigration the time they enter the country to file,
Clinic member who assisted Woodall by Woodall said. By the time she contacted
interpreting documents, explained some the clinic, M.D. was only a few months
of the tensions prompting the violence. shy of the deadline - and Woodall a few
According to Esposito, who travels to weeks short of finals.
With the help of Esposito, Benitez
Haiti annually to visit her mother's fam
ily, Aristide came to power promising to and State Department employee and
reform the government and oust the cor evening student Tabitha Oman, Woodall
rupt leadership that tended to funnel what began compiling the necessary docu
ments and
little money
^
forms for
Haiti had
"Mirta got a real sense of what
the petition.
directly into
The hectic
their own
clients and proceedings are actually
November
pockets.
like. What you do will really affect
- December
Though
someone's life. Mirta had three
schedule re
his mes
quired ad
sage was
human beings in her hands."
vanced bal
welcome,
ancing
from
the people
Woodall,
who
realized
she
was
rushing
soon feared it was disingenuous and that
Aristide had become as corrupt as those when the first sef of documents came
back with a typo.
he promised to reform.
"By the time she came to us, M.D.
The result, a violent insurgence
was
very
close to her filing deadline, so
and a with-us-or-against-us mentality
I
had
to
get
this form out during finals,"
left M.D., whose decision to rescind her
Woodall
said.
"After it was all done I
support of Aristide fell on deaf ears,
came
in
to
the
office
one day and the en
trapped at an intersection surrounded by
velope
was
back,
it
was
like, oh no what
armed insurgents who admonished her
is
this
doing
here?"
for taking their money in the form of a
Another roadblock came on the day
government paycheck.
" 'Usually when we threaten some of M.D.'s intervie>v with the asylum of
one they don't live,' they told her," Wood- fice. Though Woodall had gone through
documents and testimony with M.D. be
all recounted her client's testimony.
Scared for her life and the safety of fore the meeting, M.D. was stricken with
her children, M.D. hired a guard to stay nerves fearing she wouldn't be believed.
"The client was wonderful, but she
at her house over the Christmas holiday

got very nervous at the interview," said

Benitez. "I think poor Mirta was dying,
as was I. I don't think you can understand
what that's like until it happens to you.
"Mirta got a real sense of what
clients and proceedings are actually like.
What you do will really affect someone's
life. Mirta had three human beings in
her hands."
Due in large part to Woodall's
capable lawyering, those three lives are
now safe, although the transition will be
very difficult.
"Talking about leaving for her is
actually harder than talking about the
attacks," Woodall said, emphasizing that
M.D. has not only left a good job and
comfortable life, but her family behind.
"She really wants to return someday;
she's still dedicated to trying to help her
people."
This case is a departure - one that
Benitez calls unusual but not uncommon
- from the Immigration Clinic's typical
work. Clients are normally referred to the
clinic after the government has initiated
removal proceedings, often for an expired
visa. In those cases, Benitez explained,
students are often forced to work with a
pre-compiled document record. Here,
Woodall had to collect everything her
self.
Benitez is confident in the effect this
case will have on the already high reputa
tion of the GW Immigration Clinic.
"I think it will sustain and increase
GW's Immigration Clinic reputation,"
he said. "GW's Immigration Clinic is the
best of its kind because of the students
like Mirta. She's the latest in a long
line of students that have come through
here. Ultimately the success or failure
of the program depends on the students.
If an alien walks into a proceeding with
a GW student, his chances have already
increased."
•
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Sharing the Wealth:
Buildable Hours Supplements Summer Associate Experience
BY STEPHANIE DECKTER

Staff Writer
Are you one of the lucky ones with
a big firm job for the summer? Are you
worrying that you are selling your soul
for some money (ok, a lot of money)?
Well stop your fretting! Buildable Hours,
Inc. allows you to enjoy your $2000 a
week guilt-free.
Buildable Hours, Inc. is a Washing
ton, D.C.-based nonprofit organization
comprised of law firms across the coun
try, committing financial and physical
resources to build homes for deserving
families with local chapters of Habitat
for Humanity. The organization was
founded in 2001 by Roger Goldman, a
partner in the Washington, DC. office of
Latham & Watkins, and Scott Michel, a
partner in the Washington, D.C. firm of
Caplin & Drysdale.
Participating firms spend one or
more days on the job site with any combi
nation of lawyers, summer clerks and/or
staff. Last summer, over 53 law firms
participated and donated over $500,000
to build six homes.
GW Law's Kristen Murray, Assis
tant Director of the Legal Research and
Writing Program, has been involved with
Buildable Hours almost since the begin
ning. After transferring from Latham
& Watkins's New York office to D.C.,
she was looking for a community ser
vice project around the same time that

Buildable Hours was expanding. Murray
worked with another Latham & Watkins
associate on staffing, scheduling and
recruiting firms for the program. Even

SHELTON from page 1.
institutional developments in the field
of environmental law at the national,
regional and global levels and to promote
greater interest in and commitment to us
ing environmental law as an instrument
for translating sustainable development
policies into actions."
The Japanese government has
provided $15.7 million for the UNEP's
programs to reconstruct Iraq's environ
ment. A part of the funding was used for
the training session in March.
"For reconstruction of Iraq, each
country, in its own way, has been offering
assistance in various sectors," an official
at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Ja
pan said in Japanese on the condition of
anonymity. "The Japanese government
has considered the area of the environ
ment is also important."
During the week, from 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. each day, the three experts spot
lighted diverse aspects of environmental
law. Shelton covered economic incentive
measures, environmental impact assess
ment, enforcement and implementation
of environmental regulations, and hu
man rights-based approach of environ
mental law.
"They are starting over in a coun
try that has had very little in the way of
environmental laws," said Shelton, who
teaches international law, international
environmental law and international law
of human rights at GW.
"So they are trying to decide how
they should develop their laws and
policies and how much of it should be

though Murray left Latham to join the really interested in participating, they
GW faculty full-time, she remains com will be able to get their summer employ
mitted to the organization and is now ers involved.
If a firm is not already a Buildable
their Outreach Coordinator.
Hours
partner, it is easy to join. If stu
Although Buildable Hours was
dents
are
working in a city where Build
born in D.C., it quickly spread to other
able
Hours
already has a presence, that
cities. At first, the expansion to cities
firm
can
simply
contact that city's local
such as New York and Los Angeles was
Buildable
Hours
organizer. But students
"mainly a result of associates moving
in
cities
where
Buildable
Hours does
around to other Latham offices," said
not
currently
exist
can
also
get
involved.
Murray.
Although
Then
it may take
word of
'Buildable Hours, Inc. is a
some more
mouth and
effort, Mur
press cover
Washington, D.C.-based nonprofit
ray is con
age in the
organization comprised of law firms
fident that
Legal Times
contacting
across the country, committing
and New
the Build
York Law
financial and physical resources to
able Hours
Journal led
build homes for deserving families
headquar
to further
ters
in D.C.
expansion.
with local chapters of Habitat for
will result
Presently,
Humanity.... 'You don't need to
in enabling
the program
the inter
also works
know much more than how to screw
ested stu
with firms
in a lightbulb.'"
dents and
in Atlanta,
their firms
Cleveland,
St. Louis, Milwaukee, San Diego, and to participate in their own "build day."
Those who will not be working at
San Francisco.
In the past, the organization has a big firm this summer can nonetheless
focused their recruitment efforts on the create an affiliation with the program.
law firms. However, Murray believes "Small firms have done sharing in the
that educating law students about the past," said Murray. Since 15-20 people
program's existence is an even better way are required for each build, often Build
to build up the number of people building able Hours will coordinate with two or
more such firms to get enough people
homes for needy families.
"This is the first summer we're for a day build.
The Same is true for legal orga
trying it," said Murray, "reaching out to
nizations
that are not firms. Although
students is a new direction."
not
many
government or non-profit
She is hopeful that if students are

organizations have participated in the
past, Murray believes that there is no
reason that they would be unable to join
in the fun.
Law firms tend to be very interested
in doing activities suggested by summer
associates. For those whose employers
need a bit more convincing, Murray
suggests that telling the firm that the
financial commitment to participate
in a Buildable Hours build day is less
than many traditional summer associate
activities.
"It's cheaper than a happy hour at
Buffalo Billiards," noted Murray. There
is also no previous building experience
required. "You don't need to know much
more than how to screw in a lightbulb,"
said Murray.
All builds are staffed with Americorp Volunteers who carefully create
tasks that can be performed by the
firm volunteers, and then supervises
the volunteers throughout the day. Be
cause safety is foremost at Habitat for
Humanity, all volunteers will receive on
site equipment and safety training at the
beginning of the build day.
Murray stressed that a Buildable
Hours day is a great opportunity to do
some good for the community and also a
wonderful way to bond with one's fellow
summer associates.
"Its funny how you see what skills

at the national levels, opposed to local agree on a plan of action for the next
and regional level, what are the best year in Iraq, said Shelton. Currently,
practices they could incorporate. They Iraqi officials have chosen three areas
are also considering whether their new to pursue: the use of economic incen
constitution should do what many other tive measures, enhancement of public
constitutions have done and include the awareness through education in the
environmental field,
right to safe environ
and
policy planning
ment in the bill of
through
institutional
rights. So there are a
cooperation between
lot of choices.
ministries and organi
"We were basi
zations.
cally presenting op
Shelton, who was
tions based on what's
the director of the Of
in international trea
fice of Staff Attorneys
ties and what other
at the U.S. Court of
countries have done.
Appeals for the Ninth
It was a bit of interna
Circuit in 1987-89, has
tional and compara
also served as a legal
tive law."
consultant to UNEP,
Because the
UNITAR, the World
prior government un
Health Organization,
der Saddam Hussein
the European Union,
had set so few regula
the Council of Europe,
tions, the experts had
Professor Dinah Shelton
and the Organization
to describe common*
of American States.
techniques of envi
At the training in Amman, she
ronmental law, including impact assess
ment, its procedures and advantages, worked alongside with Professor Alexan
dre Kiss of the University of Strasbourg
said Shelton.
As an example of an ineffective in France, and Professor Hyam Mallat, a
existing regulation, she referred to a lawyer and a professor at the University
fishing law, signed by Hussein in 1981, of Saint Joseph in Lebanon.
Shelton said the first environmental
"Whoever used in fishing the water living
law
priority
for the Iraqi government
being the means of collective annihila
should
be
to
have
the security situation
tion such as poisons and chemicals and
under
control.
electrical energy so be punished up to
"It's even difficult for them to as
seven years." Shelton pointed out that
sess what the environmental problems
the law is difficult even to understand.
The goal of the sessions was to get are because it's too dangerous to go out
Iraqi officials to establish priorities and and travel across the country taking soil

samples and water samples and measur
ing air quality because the risks are just
too great," she said.
She pointed out that instructors
and the Iraqi officials had to meet in
Jordan rather than Iraq because of the
safety concerns.
Supplying basic needs, such as
clean water and sanitation, as well
as cleaning up dangerous hazardous
wastes, such as radioactive deposits and
weaponry left behind by Hussein, should
follow security concerns on the short list
of key tasks for the government.
Once the internal situation is
settled, the government will also need to
address international issues. Iraq faces
transboundary environmental problems
involving water resources from neighbor
countries including Turkey, which has
built a dam near the Iraqi border, blocking
the water flow into Iraq and threatening
the food supply. Additionally, under the
Hussein administration, the marshlands
in southern Iraq were significantly
reduced.
Also crucial is the need to repair the
effects of warfare on the citizens of Iraq,
especially children and the elderly.
"There's so much to do," she said.
"This is a country that has been through
three wars within the memory of all of
our participants. If there's anything
destructive of the environment, it is war
fare. So they are dealing with enormous
environmental consequences, from the
weaponry to roads that have been cut
through protected areas, through loss
of nature preserves, and all the kinds of

people are hiding," observed Murray.

And even if good deeds and bonding are
not your thing, Murray suggests that you
can always go just for the "hot Buildable
Hours t-shirt."
Students can find more information
on at www.buildablehours.com.
•
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Claims of Bad Faith In Contracting Color
Government Contracts Moot Court Competition
turnout for the competition this year, and
the feedback from the judges suggests that
the level of competition, particularly in
On Saturday March 19th, The the semi-final round, was quite high. I'm
George Washington Law School held really proud of our students!"
the preliminary round of its annual
The participants were presented
McKenna, Long, & Aldridge 'Gilbert with a fictional lower court decision, in
A. Cuneo' Government Contracts Moot which the Court of Federal Claims held
Court Competition. The semifinal round that the government had improperly
took place this past weekend, on Saturday terminated a contract for convenience,
April 2nd.
which amounted to a finding of bad faith
The competition was judged by a on behalf of the government.
variety of practitioners and judges in the
The contract involved a small busi
field of government contracts law. Many ness set-aside agreement for biotechnol
were GW alumni, from both the JD and ogy equipment (worth over $100 million)
LLM procurement law programs. Stepha that went to an Alaska Native Village Cor
nie Allgaier, the competition coordinator, poration (an ANC). Special regulations
supervised the recruitment of judges.
govern set asides for ANCs. After the
Professor Steven Schooner served government terminated the contract, the
as the faculty advisor. He commented on contractor filed a claim alleging improper
the distinctive nature of this competition: termination and asked for expectancy
"What makes our competition unique damages.
The government counterclaimed,
is our ability to draw upon a wealth of
experienced judges, private practitioners, arguing that, even if the termination was
government attorneys, and policy makers improper, the contractor gets nothing be
as volunteer judges."
cause the contract was tainted by fraud.
He also expressed great pride in the
The participants had to address two
two student chairs that ran the competi issues: whether the government's termina
tion. "Our... moot court chairs, Meghan tion of the contract for convenience was
DiPerna and David Chung, did a great job proper; and whether the government can
in crafting an exciting problem, but also in bar all recovery on the contract by the
smoothly managing the competition logis contractor because of fraud. Within each
tics." He had equally good things to say issue, there were also several sub-issues of
about the competitors: "We had a terrific importance.
BY MARK NACLE

Staff Writer

Under the Termination for Conve & James Durkee, Jeffrey Showalter & Ira
nience (TFC) issue, competitors had to Okyne, Joshua Kaplan & Jaime Singer,
discuss whether the government had acted Elizabeth Dietrich & Gavin Gaukroger,
in bad faith in terminating the contract; Thomas Moir & Geoff David, Erik Troff
whether there were any changed circum & Kerry Carlson, William Sperors &
stances that might justify the termina Dennis D'Angelo. These eight teams
tion; and whether perhaps the Krvgoski competed in the semifinals last Saturday
decision is truly the proper test for a TFC April 2nd.
The two teams that advanced to the
analysis.
The government also raised another final round after competition concluded
major sub-issue based on its second major late last weekend consisted of William
claim. The analysis under the barring Speros and Dennis D'Angelo, and Jeffrey
of claims issue called for a determina Showalter and Ira Okyne. In addition,
tion of whether the contractor's claim several individuals were invited to join
for expectancy is barred because of the the Moot Court Board based on their indi
forfeiture statute (28 USC 2514); whether vidual performance in the competition.
the contractor's claim is barred by public
"Professor Schooner, Stephanie,
policy (based on a specific line of cases); Meghan and I all thought it went very
what is the proper test for fraud and smoothly. There weren't really any set
what is the proper evidentiary standard backs, and everything started and finished
in public policy cases; and whether the on time," reflected David Chung, one of
government is equitably estopped from the student co-chairs.
The final round of the competi
seeking to bar the contractor's claims
because it was aware of the alleged fraud tion will be on April 12th at the Court of
Federal Claims. The competition will be
from the outset.
Forty six students competed in followed by a reception at the law firm
teams of two. The competition included of McKenna, Long & Aldridge, who
both full and part-time 2Ls, 3Ls and sponsors the competition. In the past,
LLMs. Of the twenty-three teams that this reception has proven to be a great
participated in the preliminary rounds opportunity for students to meet practi
on March 19th, only eight advanced to tioners and alumni involved in the field
of government contracts law.
the semifinals.
Students are welcome and encour
The eight teams were: Ashley Rahn
•
& Sarah Ackerstein, Gerald Trepkowski aged to attend.

2005 MCKENNA LONG & ALDRIDGE 'GILBERT A. CUNEO'

GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS
MOOT COURT COMPETITION
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING T EAMS F OR ADVANCING TO THE SEMIFINAL R OUND:
ASHLEY RAHN & SARAH ACKERSTEIN
ELIZABETH DIE TRICH & GAVIN GAUK ROGER
JOSHUA KAPL AN & JAIME SINGE R
GERALD TREPKOWSKI & JAMES DURKEE
ft-

JEFFREY SHOWALTER & IRA OKYNE
ERIK TROFF & KERRY CAR LSON
WILLIAM SPERO S & DENNIS D 'ANGELO
THOMAS MOIR & GEOFF DAVID
PLEASE JOIN US FO R THE FINAL ROUND AND RECEP TION
ALL GW LAW STUDENTS ARE WEL COME
6:00 P.M., APRIL 12, 2005
AT TH E HOWARD T. MARKEY
NATIONAL COURTS BUILDING
MADISON PLACE, WASHINGTON, D .C.
FOLLOWED BY AWARDS RECEPTION
AT MCK ENNA LONG & ALDRIDGE

1900 K STREET, N.W.
SEATING IS LIMITED - YOU MUST RSVP!!!

For the Final Round: RSVP to David Chung at dchung@law.gwu.edu
or to Meghan DiPerna at mdiperna@law.gwu.edu
For the Reception: RSVP to Elizabeth Fertig at 202-496-7345 or efertig@mckennalong.com
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ADR:
A Year in Review
BY SAM DANGREMOND

SBA Beat
BY EMILY ALDRICH

Staff Writer
SBA Chief of Staff Ben Askew
began the SBA meeting on March 29,
2005, in accordance with his duties
under the SBA Constitution, replacing
the absent President Eric Koester and
Executive Vice-President Erin Plasteras.
The meeting was the last one for many
of the 2004-2005 board members, as
the recently elected 2005-2006 board
members officially took control of their
seats on April 1.
Askew relayed information from
the President's report, reminding mem
bers about the SBA's newly established
writing competition project. This
undertaking provides all students an
opportunity to have their written work,
such as assignments written for final
papers, recognized and possibly pub
lished. The winning entries will receive
a cash prize and will be compiled in an
as-of-yet-to-be-determined publication.
Current editors from the Law School
journals will serve as judges. Students
must submit their work by the end of
the school year by e-mail to sba@law.
gwu.edu.
Also, the Class Gift project for the
Class of 2005 is in full swing. Every
graduate is encouraged to donate at
least $20.05. An anonymous donor will
match the donations 2 to 1; if 50% of the
graduating class participates, the donor
will match the collected amount by 4

Board is currently planning the end-ofthe-year 1L party.
The Community Service Com
mittee has a blood drive is coming up.
More students still need to sign up to
reach the minimum required number of
donors to host the drive. Additionally,
a "Jump for Kids" fundraiser -a skydiv
ing opportunity for $175.00 - will take
place on April 17. This price reflects a
50% discount off of a normal skydiving
expedition.
The Judges of the SBA court
reported that they have reviewed the
bylaws given them for considerations.
Following a meeting with the bylaws
committee, the bylaws should be ready
for approval at the next SBA Senate
meeting.
The Dean Search Committee has
completed interviews and is finalizing
their report by early next week.
There is also a petition going
around for an additional Immigration
Law Class, since it is currently only be
ing offered once a year. This coming fall,
the class falls at an inconvenient time for
many students, so those interested in
creating another section should email
Sharon Coleman at scoleman@law.gwu.
edu to express interest.
All students registering for fall
classes, in particular lLs, should check
the lists outside the Records Office to
see if they got bumped from their se
lected classes. This especially applies
to students registering for Con Law II

had interned in the ADR department
of the Price William County District
Court, while Bazos had worked for an
"ADR is great because everyone ADR arbiter in Hong Kong at Freshfields
has to negotiate at some point - even if Bruckhaus Deringer. However, Bazos
only with your husband or wife," newly experiences with ADR go even further
elected President of the Alternative Dis back: Harvard Professor and author of
pute Resolution Executive Board Jaclyn the famous arbitration manual Getting to
West cheerily observed.
Yes William Ury had been a PhD advisor
Over the course of the past year, for Bazos' mother -so the book was "on
GW ADR sent teams to the national my shelf from an early age."
level of competition in both ADR disci
However, for all their successes,
plines, tripled its operating budget, and Bazos and Basdekis could likely be the
experienced an unprecedented increase last lLs to represent GW in an external
in participation in both its internal com ADR competition. Midway through the
petitions. As a result, some believe that, year, the ADR board changed its policy
as ADR Vice President Adelicia Cliffe regarding the selection of teams for ex
put it, "we've reached the level of moot ternal competitions as a result of pressure
court and mock trial."
from the Law School administration.
The ADR skills board conducts West explained that "there was not a lot
a Negotiations Competitions in the fall, of support on the faculty for sending lLs
and a Client
to external
Counseling
competi
Competi
"Although Cliffe described Dean
tions. The
tion in the
faculty and
Johnson as fantastically supportive,'
spring. At
Dean John
West admitted that faculty coaches
the begin
son really
ning of the
wanted to
cost money. I think Dean Johnson
year, over
send the
said "we have a library to b u i l d . "
230 students
message
participated
that upperin the Negoclassmen
tiations Competition.
should go."
Pitting teams of students against
"Whereas in the past the teams that to 1. All proceeds will go towards the with Professor Barron, International
each other in order to bargain for the
would represent GW in external competi law school's Loan Repayment program. Law with Professor Steinhardt, and Tax
agreement most advantageous to their tions were simply the top scorers in the During the week before graduation, with Professor Block. Students are also
side's client, this competition stresses internal competition, the new policy re the Commencement Committee will encouraged to check GWeb and the Re
the non-confrontational skills necessary quires that ADR board members "scrim sponsor a Section Grudge Match, with cords Office to verify their schedules.
For technology complaints, stu
to lull the other side into agreeing with mage" among themselves to determine faculty from all sections participating in
support
of
the
gift
project.
dents
can email sbatech@law.gwu.
you.
who will represent GW.
The
First
Year
Programming
edu.
•
Among those participating in the
Thus, as West put it, the new policy
negotiations competition were first year "doesn't entirely ban lLs -they just have
students Peter Bazos and Vivian Basdekis to compete in the board scrimmage."
who, after a strong showing against their Additionally, while Bazos and Basdekis
peers, were selected to represent GW at each received two credits for their perfor
the regional level competition.
s U R E
|l T C H
mance, no lLs will be eligible to receive
* O D A K
GW was honored to host that credit in the future.
E G O S I; A B 1 D E
T A R O
regional competition, held the weekend
This new policy was implemented
of November 20th and drawing 24 teams in order to ensure that lLs focus on class
A L A S1R O A D G R A D E R
from law schools across the mid-Atlantic studies, and is similar to the policies of
region as well as one from Canada. West the other skills boards.
L 1 Dl
M E S
o L S E N
explained that "[w]e were approached
In the Client Counseling compe
|H u
A s
T H A THMV
by the American Bar Association, they tition held this spring, GW ADR per
asked us to host" because "we have great formed equally wfell by sending Cliffe and
S C O R E
T R E N c H E R
facilities, we're in a central locality, and teammate Valerie Schneider to nationals.
c H u G S
M A 1 N S
the practitioner community is of course Held at Chapman University in Anaheim
1 R A
huge in DC."
California, Cliffe described the goals of
R 1 s E
D O M E S
s T A Y
Bazos and Basdekis finished client counseling as "you're pretending
runners-up at regionals, placing behind this is your first meeting with a client,
O L E
1 T E R
F A T S O
a team from Washington and Lee, and and you're trying to convince them to
D 1 s F A V O R
thereby earned an opportunity to repre take you on as lawyers. You have to
A S H E N
sent GW on the national level. Addition find out what the client's goals are, and
|L 1 A R 1 L 1 T H E
|
ally, in an early round of the regionals, there are often ethical and moral issues
Bazos explained that "we went head to involved."
1 B E A M
P A S s
R 1 D
head with Georgetown, and we destroyed
Cliffe added that one of the inter
C R O S S R O A D s
them."
O N E
esting aspects of competing on the na
Bazos and Basdekis, along with tional level is the "east coast/west coast
o 1 N K
A D 1 E
D A T E
their student coach Adelicia Cliffe, then difference - east coast people talk much
U
traveled to Salt Lake City on February faster. The judges told us to tone it down
N E S s
P E N N
O D O R
11th and 12th to compete against the best a bit, but I don't think I talk fast."
24 teams in the US and Canada.
Over 250 students participated in
Over three rounds, Bazos described GW's internal Client Counseling Com lack resources given to ADR teams from Johnson as "fantastically supportive,"
their approach as "passive negotiators," petition. In the past, the competition other law schools.
West admitted that "faculty coaches cost
while Cliffe postulated that their tech attracted around 70 to 80 participants,
Specifically, almost all other schools money. I think Dean Johnson said 'we
nique might have been "too nice for one according to West. She praised the provide a faculty coach for teams who have a library to build.' "
judge." They ultimately placed 15th, and "enormous turnout from the 1L class, advance to nationals - yet GW has only
In the end, West stated that "[w]e're
Basdekis noted that "the most exciting we were really flattered that so many of student coaches. While Cliffe coached really excited about next year. We want to
part is how much you learn from each them wanted to compete."
Bazos and Basdekis for their competi continue our strong presence in externals,
round."
Although ADR members are grate tion, when she herself advanced to the and continue our recruiting efforts here
Both Basdekis and Bazos experi ful for the tripling of their budget that national level, she was amazed that "I at school so we can get the best negotia
ence with alternative dispute resolution allowed them to host the negotiations was training myself!"
tors and the best client counselors that
prior to entering law school. Basdekis regionals, they also point out that they
Although Cliffe described Dean we possibly can."
•
Staff Writer

ROUGH ROAD AHEAD
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pollution.
"It was a little depressing in a sense
you just feel that the problem was so
overwhelming. And it's hard for them
to even begin to address these problems
until security situation is resolved."
Shelton said she found the twenty
Iraqi officials, seven of them women,
"very brave" because they continued to
work despite facing death threats from
religious extremists. She also noticed the
curiosity the Iraqi officials had about her
as an American:
"I was very aware that I was
only the American participating in
the program. . . . There were various
attitudes among the participants, from
being extremely supportive of everything
that's been done to much more critical

a UENP agreement on regional area to
protect the marine ecosystem, and the
Ramsar Convention on Wetlands. The
last two would assist with the situation
in the marshlands.
Also discussed was the Rio
Declaration on Environment and
Development, the 1992 agreement that
concerned global environmental and
developmental problems between the
Global North and the South, Shelton said.
The experts particularly talked about the
would benefit Iraqi by providing technical precaution and prevention sections of the
and financial assistance. The experts Rio Declaration, providing suggestion on
addressed these treaties thematically. how they can be translated into specific
They included the U.N. Framework provisions.
One criticism from the Iraqi officials
Convention on Climate Change, the
was
that
they did not have enough time
Convention concerning the Protection of
to
learn
about
each subject. "It was very
the World Cultural and Natural Heritage,
intensive,
and
there is desire to go into
the Convention on Biological Diversity,

concerns about how much the military
currently in Iraq will do in terms of
cleaning up when they leave."
She heard their questions, but
could not answer them because she was
not representing the U.S. government.
"The most I can do is to ask questions
about that to contacts in the Pentagon,"
she explained.
During the training, Shelton and
her colleagues also focused on the
relevant international agreements that

much more detail on topic by topic,"
Shelton said. The next time, the sessions
would focus on fewer issues to discuss
in-depth, she said.
In the fall, Shelton plans to assign
class projects to her GW law students
that propose ways for conforming Iraq's
environmental law to international agree
ments.
"I would like to see them be able
to reconstitute the marshes, which they
are starting to do," she said.
"1 would like to see public partici
pation in a way tViat n ot only supports
environmental protection but helps to

build the civil society in the whole demo
cratic government of the country because
I think, with that, they will achieve over
the long-term, good environmental pro
tection."
•
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Last Thursday, the Federalist Society sponsored a debate Professor John Choon Yoo of The University of California at Berkeley, Boalt Hall School of Law and GW's
own Professor Jonathan Turley. The debate, moderated by Professor Gregory E. Maggs, focused on the constitutional dimensions of the War on Terror. Turley and
Yoo questioned whether the War on Terror was an actual war or whether it was just a law enforcement problem. Roughly 250people filled LL101 and the overflow
room of L 202 to hear the debate, which members of the Federalist Society hailed as their most successful event of the year. Copies of the debate are now available
through the Media Center for those who were unable to attend the event.

LAW WEEK from page 3.
an increasing acknowledgement of the
unique opportunities presented by in
ternational law and the strength of the
program at GW.
"The international law program
here continues to be strong. We have an
amazing faculty and have been ranked
in the top ten programs for international
law ever since US News has been ranking
schools," said Professor Ralph Steinhardt.
"International Law Week demon
strated the extent to which international
law has entered the mainstream. It used
to be a boutique specialty that was taught
in one class and now it is an important
aspect of every field of law."
The ILS held elections right before
winter break and began coordination for
International Law Week soon after the
beginning of the spring semester.
"The SBA passed a supplemental
funding request through that funded

some of the week's activities," said ILS
Treasurer 1L Kareem Elbayar. "We also
had a fundraiser right before International
Law Week."
Elbayar also noted that approxi
mately 90 of the 130 paid members in ILS
are lLs. This strong interest base in the
1L class should allow the ILS to continue
to grow in the coming years.
Coordination of this year's Interna
tional Law Week was a cooperative effort
between the International Law Week
Committee, the ILS executive board mem
bers, and a number of faculty members.
The International Law Week Committee
also gave members questionnaires to help
learn the types of events in which students
would be interested.
"International Law Week was the
culmination of the efforts of a number of
JD and LL.M students working together
to coordinate such a substantial program,"
said Dean Karamanian. "With that ef
fort comes a sense of ownership in the
program."

Schwartz gives most of the credit
for International Law Week to 1L Andres
Castrillon, who headed the International
Law Week Committee, as well as Dean
Karamanian.
"Andres really deserves so much
credit for putting the events together,"
said Schwartz. "Dean Karamanian was
also very helpful throughout the planning
process sharing her contacts and helping
to identify different possible events. She
was the source of a lot of the program
ming."
A number of potential panelists
involved in International Law Week
were also identified through the efforts
of students who had been involved in
GW's International Human Rights Law
Program, held each summer at New Col
lege, Oxford. Steinhardt is the co-director
of the Oxford Program, which is holding
its eleventh session this summer.
The ILS board is eager to capital
ize on the recent wave of interest in the
international law program. The organi

zation will hold elections for the 20052006 executive board in early April. The
current board already has some ideas to
share with the incoming board to improve
upon this year's successful International
Law Week.
"Next year, I hope we can do more
social events like the embassy visits," said
Elbayar. "We'd also like to get back to
coordinating the week with Georgetown
to allow us to put together an even better
program for next year."
Schwartz mentioned the possibility
of more involvement from government
agencies such as the USAID (United
States Agency for International Develop
ment) or the International Trade Com
mission.
The resurgence of ILS provides an
important resource for students inter
ested in international law and will allow
the organization to spread awareness of
international law issues throughout the
coming school year.
•
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A Girl Trying to Find Herself the
Perfect Man Is Like Tryin' to Find Atlantis
Two weeks ago I asked no less than
nine people to go to the movies with
me. Every single one of them said no.
Perhaps it was because I asked some of
them to see Be Cool and they didn't want
to deal with me drooling over Vince for
two hours; or perhaps it was because I
asked some of them to see The Ring 2 and
they were scaredy cat wimps.
I know it couldn't have possibly
been because they didn't want to hang
out with me; I'm always a good time.
Besides it was before April Fool's so,
theoretically, they didn't know how crazy
I was . . . yet.
(Nothing like a good April Fool's
joke to ensure that the boys round these
here parts will never want to date me . . .
especially the ones that were too thick to
get it... and the ones I've actually drunk
dialed at 3 a.m. who are now questioning
my real motives.)
Also I should point out that none
of the aforementioned nine should have
assumed I was asking him out on a date
since they're all my friends.
You might think that all this rejec
tion would have sent me sobbing to the
video store on Saturday night, looking for
the kind of comfort that only a new chick
flick and a tub of Ben & Jerry's could pro
vide. And actually, with my boys out of
the tournament, it was a rather depressing
weekend (requiring me to hide from all
the Duke haters everywhere, and, damn,
there are a lot of y'all. Jealous freaks.).
In all honesty, I probably would've
been content to have a quiet evening at
home ... but then I got sexiled. And see
ing a scary movie by myself will always
win over watching my roommate and his
girlfriend make out and cuddle and bake
cookies for hours on end.
So I braved The Ring 2. I nearly

cried through the previews (yeah, so, I'm nize any logical pattern or type.
and Law class.
a scaredy cat wimp too) but I survived the
My favorite deal breakers, how
For me, and any smart person out
movie and the demented devil children there, it's not about type . . . it's about ever, are the ones that are unique to you:
didn't come get me after all.
deal breakers. As in everyone deserves a those little quirks you just can't tolerate
And as I was walking out of the chance unless he says/does/has one of in others.
theater I realized for the millionth time those non-negotiables that would make
For me, my man has to drink his
this year that being single just ain't all dating impossible.
coffee black and shall never utter the
that bad. My love for the single life only
So what are the deal breakers? words "one venti mocha latte, please,
increased over the past week as I heard Well, let's start with the shallow: for extra mocha, extra whip!" Kidding.
countless tales of settling, breaking up, some, height and weight are tops on the Mostly.
making up and all the other little cri list. We call those people idiots.
Actually, my biggest deal breaker
ses that arise in the
Sure, you can't at the moment is being wishy washy
world called couplehelp who you're at and/or listening too much to what others
dom.
tracted to, but I find it say. I admit, I'm incredibly indecisive,
You're think
preposterous to auto but when it comes to who I like, when
ing: we've read this
matically reject some I know, I know, and I don't change
one. Frankly, you're
one just because he my mind even when my friends (who
a little right. But
doesn't meet your at might sometimes know better) tell me
this column is not
least one inch short I should.
about my commiter than me standard.
I can't deal with a guy who is too
mentphobia or yet
Weight may be prob passive and indecisive to do anything,
SARAH HENSLEY
another anti-settling
lem but only if it's an even when it's obvious he wants to.
"diatribe. For we all
indicator of something Think about it: who wants to convince
more serious like not someone you're worthy of dating—de
know that eventu
caring about one's ap spite his qualms? No one wants to know
ally I do want that
pearance and health.
whole husbandshe's the one who's just a little or a lot
kids-white picket fence pipe dream that's
Then there are the substance use/ more into it than her partner, unless
been ingrained in our heads since we abuse cut offs. For example, I could never she's the self-destructive type who's into
were first playdate a pothead constant blows to the ego.
ing house.
because stonMy final deal breaker, which I urge
Don't for
ers
bore
me
out
you
all
to adopt, is bad kissing. It's just
No one wants to know she !v the
get—that right
of my mind. inexcusable. Recently, I discovered that,
one who's just a little or a lot
guy is out there
Plus, given my when you get used to bad kissing, any
more into it than her partner,
who will make
career goals, I average kissing thereafter is so shock
me less ready
wouldn't ever ingly good in your mind that it obscures
unless she's the self-destructive
to run . . . he's
want to end your senses and logic and causes you to
type who's into constant blows
a-comin' when
up in a house say and do all sorts of things you know
I least expect it
where there you shouldn't.
to the ego.
(ugh!).
were always
Of course, real good kissing—that
And on
^some drugs butterflies in the stomach-lose your breath
that brisk walk home, I started wonder around.
kind—is rather rare. But, it, and that good
ing what kind of man this guy would be
To be fair, stoners don't want to man who comes along with, is definitely
'cause if you look at my dating/hook date me because clearly I'm too uptight worth the wait . . . even for cynical sup
•
up/crush track record you won't recog and opinionated. Just sit in on my Drugs posed commitmentphobes.

Sexless In The City

Why Can't We Just Be Friends?
Dear Ally,
I'm a first-year student and I still
don't have a job for this summer. Most
of my friends already have jobs. I'm
one of the only people I know who is
still looking. What's going on? What
should I da?
-Concerned

•k

*

*

Dear Ally,
My ex-girlfriend and I start
ed dating during
our first year. We
ALLY, 2L
broke up a few
months ago, about
halfway through
our second year.
We have a lot of
classes together and several friends in
common so I end up seeing her all the
time. Because I see her so often, I've
tried to develop a friendship with her in
an effort to lessen the awkwardness. So
far it hasn't worked. When we broke up
she said that she wanted to be friends, but
when I try to talk to her she's very short
with me or just walks away. Is it possible
for exes to be friends? If so, how should
I go about doing that? If not, what am
I supposed to do?
-Post-Breakup Mess

that she still has feelings for you. If you
were doing most of the breaking up, that
may very well be the case. If so, you
might want to lay off the buddy routine.
It may be giving her mixed signals or
she may be hurt by
the fact that you just
ORACLE
want to be friends.
Be a little more
sensitive and just give
her enough space to
deal with the idea of
you two no longer being together.
Another possibility is that she
doesn't know how to be friends with you.
If you were never friends before dating,
she might not know how to just talk to
you and hang out without being affec
tionate and acting like a couple. If that
is the case, I think you might also want
to give her some room to figure out how
to be friends. Let her come to you and
make the effort when she's ready.
Either way, try to be really careful
about what you say and do when you're
around her. If you care about her at all,
you won't hit on girls when she's stand
ing right next to you. You also shouldn't
try to show what great pals you are by
talking to her about recent flings.
One of my college roommates is
one of those girls who always has a boy

Ally Explains It All

Dear Concerned,
I don't think it's so unheard of to
not have a job yet. Some of my friends
didn't get their jobs for last summer until
right before finals. I even got a call for
an internship after finals. So, I guess you
should be a little concerned, but I don't
think you should lose all hope just yet.
Obviously, one place to start is
at the Career Development Office. They
should be able to point you in the right
direction: towards places still hiring and
interested in lLs.
Other than that, you might want
to just try calling up a few places (small
firms, non-profits, government agencies)
and ask if they need any volunteers. I
would imagine that it is difficult to turn Dear Mess,
down a person willing to work for free.
I think that it is possible for exes to
Don't worry about it too much. be friends. However, I also think it is very
I'm sure something will come up. Don't difficult and not always recommended.
just sit back and wait, though. Definitely
One possible reason for your exkeep actively searching. Good luck!
girlfriend's attitude toward friendship is

friend. She's also completely determined
to stay friends with all of them once they
break up. I think it's worked with two
out of five.
Even with those two, though,
the friendships are somewhat volatile.
When they are single, everything is great.
When one of them starts dating another
girl is when trouble ensues.
I guess the moral of the story is, no
matter how long it's been and how much
you swear you're over the other person,
you always feel like you have some sort
of claim over your ex.
Even if it is the case that neither of
you wants to date the other, it still stings
when you see someone else practically
reliving the relationship you two once
had. It's almost as if the other person is
your replacement. I'm not saying you
have to stay single for the rest of your law
school career, just be considerate.
So be a nice guy about the whole
situation. Give her some space and let
things happen naturally. If she never
comes around, don't push too hard.
It might just be that you two are
not meant to be friends. You don't have
to be bitter enemies either, though. I'm
sure you two can still manage to be civil
with each other and hang out with your
mutual friends.
•
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The Upside of Anger

Mix Messages

I've always believed that every The Upside of Anger occurs in the first
While I was home on Easter break, untouched in the macho male world.
celebrity deserves another chance for a few minutes. It begins at a funeral for my parents treated my girlfriend and me When babysitter Chad makes Jerry that
major faux pas he or she may have com an unnamed person, where we see Terry, to an excellent performance of Shake Miles/Mingus tape in Jerry Maguire, lets
mitted. With the exception of Bjork for Denny, and Popeye riding in a limousine speare's As You Like It in Minneapolis. face it—it's weird. But see, even then, the
wearing a swan at the Academy Awards and sitting at a graveside service, but no In the play, there's a great scene where mix is actually intended for the heart of
and Hugh Grant for... well, we all know one else. Over the course of the film, the the male lead Orlando is>posting gushy Renee Zellweger, not Tom Cruise, despite
what Hugh Grant did, I still believe that. I director plays with our minds, leaving us love poems on trees throughout the for what you may have heard about him.
especially believe this holds true for Kevin wondering who is going to die and when. est of Arden to his beloved Rosalind. I
So, when I recently signed up for
Costner. Newsflash: Waterworld was ten It is the combination of this mystery and doubt this was common practice in the something called the International Mixyears ago and it's time for us all to move how its resolution might affect Terry that Elizabethan era, and I can't say I've ever
tape Project on the advice of a friend,
on. When it comes to Costner, the 3-hour fuels the film reasonably well enough to seen sap like this oozing from a telephone
I realized that I would be venturing
epic where he saves the world never really avoid complete dryness. The mystery, pole in my time.
into the unknown. The Project is quite
seemed to work for him.
however, can't save the
Instead of the love poem, we simple, really. Once a month, founder
However, when he stars
fact that the movie simply emotionally-reserved and debonair 21st- Ryan sends out a name and address to
in other people's shorter,
gets boring.
century boys have come to rely on the participants, and they have a month to
less apocalyptic movies,
On the other hand, mixtape as a sign of our affection. This forward a handmade mix (tape or CD)
if cast in the right part,
consciously angry people paradigm shift has been well-document of songs of your choosing, to that person.
Kevin Costner is a very
are interesting. I've al ed, most recently in High Fidelity (more It's not a one-to-one exchange, it's more
funny, effective character
ways been captivated by the book than the movie). The origins like a chain letter, and you can send the
actor. The Upside of Anger
individuals fully aware of of this courting ritual,
same mix to mul
will hopefully remind us
their alienating behavior for most of us, began
tiple people in other
all of this.
but feel a sense of entitle very early, directly fol
months.
Written and direct
LINDSAY TASHER
ment to continue on this lowing the bittersweet
Today I got
ed by Mike Binder, The
path. While part of me circle-yes-or-no stage.
my
first
assignment,
Upside of Anger is a rental.
understands how bitter- The most common
and
sure
enough, I
It's also not for everyone;
ness can eat at someone, situation for loss of
am to deliver mixit was slow, and could have been twenty it never made sense when those who bear mixtape virginity in
tape number one,
minutes shorter. But I still liked it because the brunt of the lashings are those closest volves a sixth-grade
for the month of
of Kevin Costner. Not the same way I like to that person.
I vix en that made your
April, to Matthew
horrendously unwatchable James Spader
Joan Allen's character enthralled I he art skip a beat on
in
Medford, Mas
movies just because he's in them, but be me for this reason. Her daughters are a daily basis. Your
sachusetts.
This is
PETER
BROMAGHIM
cause Kevin Costner's performance was so overall decent kids: they help around love went unnoticed,
already
the
most
perfectly done and because I was glad to the house, are pretty respectful of their but wait—she broke
bi-curious
thing
I've
see him finally cast properly in a role.
mother, genuinely feel for her, and try up with that greaser
ever
done.
Well,
Denny Davies is a former pro-base- their best to make her life easier. But Terry Jimmy during lunch!
besides rushing a
ball player who now lives alone, drinks a won't let them, nor can she let them relish Now was your chance! You had to
fraternity.
Keck of a \ot too much, and fills up his their own successes. Every excitement tell her how you felt, and as quickly as
So, Matthew in Medford, since I'm
mess of a house -with boxes of baseballs OT triumph that comes to these girls she
possible, before another teen vulture sure your reading this, I wanted to let you
in case they need to he signed one day.
verbally destroys.
snatched her up.
Denny also has his own radio show, yet
know that I've given it some thought.
Throughout the film, Witt, ChrisBut alas, with your pubescent self- Were you a girl, I may make a mix, say,
doesn't even talk about baseball while he's tensen, Russell, and Wood skillfully il
on the air. He's a goofy bumpkin, and lustrate the balloon-bursting effect of a esteem and your crackly voice, not to loosely based on the perennial losers of
everyone laughs at him. And Costner great day being instantaneously ruined by mention her clucky henhouse always the world to parallel your obvious love
following her around, the most rational
makes him utterly lovable.
someone who can't bear to let you enjoy action was to let someone else, like those for the Red Sox. I'd use some rarities
Enter Terry Wolfineyer (Joan Allen), it. Allen's performance adds a layer of
to keep you on your toes, and I'd work
a middle-aged mother of four girls whose depth—is she doing it on purpose because smooth cats from Boyz II Men, do the on the transitions between songs like I
talking. She
husband has disappeared on her, suppos misery loves company, or has her anger at
always do. I'd
even
has
edly having run off to Sweden with another everything completely overwhelmed her to
find MPEG
their T-shirt.
woman. I hate this character immediately, the point that she has no control over it?
Instead of the love poem, we
files of stupid
P
erfect.
despite feeling awful for her. She is one
John Kerry
At the film's end, Popeye suggests
emotionally-reserved and
of those people whose anger and alcohol that anger will eventually subside, re God, you
jokes from ra
debonair 21st-century boys have
ism prevents daily functioning — bitter placing itself with a "calm," as she calls even stoop to
dio talk shows
Janet Jack
words come out of her mouth at the most
and
squeeze
come to rely on the mixtape as a
it. I don't know if I buy that for Terry, son—for her
inopportune times, alienating those who
them
in. I
or for anyone that truly angry with life.' of course.
sign of our affection.
love her, and she
might
cap it
But I appreciate This has to
knows it.
all
off
with
a
what the movie work.
When he stars in other people's
Allen
live
version
of
doesn't do: The
If your sweaty palms actually deliv
amazingly cap
shorter; less apocalyptic
Upside of An ered it, that mixtape is now in a shoebox "We are the Champions" just so you
tures the plight
movies... Kevin Costner is a
ger in no way with Emotions and the soundtrack to know that I also hate the Yankees.
of this woman
But Matthew, unless you are feign
preaches that 90210. She removed the J-card because it
very funny, effective character
who just can
ing
your
masculinity like Rosalind mas
Terry's loved had your name on it, and she didn't want
not help herself
querading as Ganymede in As You Like
actor. The Upside of Anger will ones should her
friends to know. So there it sits, your
because she is
accept her no heart in a plastic case (if you're lucky), It, you are s*** out of luck, man. Never
hopefully remind us all of this.
so angry. Of
matter what. inside a musty cardboard container at her iear, though, I've got an old time-tested
course, she bestand-by for you. My "Margarita Mix
I liked that; I
gins a relationship with Denny, one in think there s a point at which people can parents house. You would have rather 2.0 is perfect for those summer days
which she has the ultimate power. Yet not be expected to handle such a biting, it had been eaten by a tape player so you when you're wasted on boat drinks by
knew she got the message.
Denny is just happy to be with her, and destructive personality.
2 p.m. and eyeing up the underage life
Nevertheless, the mixtape fetish guard at your apartment's pool. It goes
counterbalances her personality with his
Furthermore, I also saw this movie
grateful demeanor despite spending his as a look at the opposite type of person grows from here, each one claiming to from The Avalanches to Herb Alpert
time with a big, loud, tense family of ality, the Dennys of the world, who have be personally tracked for the type of to Frank Sinatra to Cornelius and back
girl you're sweet on, all the while servwomen.
plenty of reasons to be angry at life, but ing more cis <in anth ology of the music again. I made it for myself, but I've even
The film follows the path of this who simply aren't. I walked away won
gotten subtle compliments from my guy
relationship, as well as Allen's relationship dering how such a difference in people's Iyou liked at the time. As you mature, friends on it. Not to toot my own horn
with her daughters. The oldest, Hadley outlooks comes about. And I have no it branches out into platonic relation here, but you should really consider
(played by Alicia Witt), announces at her answer for it, but remain fascinated by ships. You note that mixtape subsists yourself lucky with this one.
as the preferred nomenclature despite
college graduation that she is pregnant the contrast.
As for the mixtape I receive for the
the compact disc overtaking the cassette month, I will pull no punches. There's
and getting married. Andy (Erika ChrisWould I recommend this film right
tensen) begins dating Denny's much older away? No. I loved the cast, I loved the as the dominant medium. Some call it no excuse for a terrible mix, what with
producer when he lands her a job at his idea, but it was too slow, and for those an art form, and sadly, you are one of iTunes and various other copyright-inthese people.
station. Emily (Keri Russell) is an aspiring who hate chick flicks (I didn't realize
fringing means available to everyone.
But through all of it, if you're a But part of me really wants an old tape
dancer who only wants to go to college to this was one, so I apologize), stay away.
study dance, much to Terry's annoyance, However, for those looking to study some heterosexual male, you've never made a with Bryan Adams' "Everything I Do, I
f inally, Rachel Evan Wood plays Popeye, colorful characters and see Kevin Costner mix for a guy. You've given copies of a Do it For You" on it, so I can tell myself
mix to a buddy, but never made one for
the youngest, who narrates the story.
in a great role, check it out—if only at the him. To do something like that would that my sixth-grade flame thought it so
The catalyst for one's interest in video store.
heartfelt that she put it back in to circula
be to display emotions left intentionally tion. She was cute.
_

Res Ipsa Cinema

Music for the Masses
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Spam, Spam, Spam
I e-mailed a friend of mine from
number had grown to 40%. More recent
college last month to find out whether he estimates have put spam at near 80% of
wanted to meet up when I went to New e-mail traffic. The reason for the growth
York over spring break. He never got back is simple. Sending e-mail is extremely
to me, and as my phone had died due to cheap, especially compared to the 37
an accidental spin through the washing cents it costs to send a normal piece of
machine, I was never able to get a hold junk mail via the U.S. Postal Service.
of him.
Furthermore, the return rate on the mail
When I finally tracked him down is approximately the same as on junk mail
though some friends, I bawled him out - about 2 percent.
for not checking his e-mail more regularly.
However, there a couple of steps
He told me he didn't check that account you can take to protect your e-mail ad
much anymore - it had gotten to the dresses. First, be extremely selective with
point where it contained almost nothing respect to whom you give out your school
but bulk advertisement
and business e-mail
e-mails (commonly
addresses. Don'tjust
known as spam).
post them on the in
This seemed a lit
ternet, and try not to
tle strange to me. Our
provide them to those
college alumni e-mail
who won't be e-mailaddresses have quite
ing you personally.
Your law.gwu.edu or
a bit of spam protec
your work e-mail ad
tion, and generally not
dresses should only
much gets through that
IKE HIMOWITZ
be given to those who
isn't legitimate e-mail.
would have reason to
That's when he made
e-mail you specifical
a confession: He had
ly. Instead, I recom
joined an adult website
and provided them with his real e-mail mend creating a dummy e-mail address to
address. Since then, he had often gotten give out to all the companies and websites
more than a hundred pieces of spam a day that insist on gathering this information.
from companies selling similar or related Yahoo mail, G-Mail, or MSN are perfect
goods and services. Furthermore, because providers of these services, and they
the e-mails were targeted at him (and not are generally free of cost. Personally, I
sent to everyone on the alumni servers) recommend creating an account that has
some degree of professionalism about
they got though the school's spam filter.
While I have no doubt that at least it, since you may occasionally want to
of few of my dedicated readers will feel use it for a serious purpose - buyers on
that the loss of his e-mail address was only E-Bay may hesitate to send money to an
divine retribution for my friend's virtual individual whose e-mail address is guesstransgressions, a similar fate can befall who13@yahoo.com.
even those who avoid the more illicit areas
For my part, I generally prefer a
of the internet.
form of my name -ihimowitz@msn.com
Consider how many legitimate for instance. For those of you with more
websites now require you to provide them common names, you may need to include
with e-mail addresses. All of the major numbers, dashes, or underscores to create
e-commerce websites do - both Amazon an original address.
and E-Bay require you to provide an eYou should then use this account
mail address so that they can send you for the vast majority of your web interac
advertisements and keep you up to date tions. Any news or commercial sites that
on your orders. Similarly, the New York you don't see yourself e-mailing back and
Times, the Washington Post, and the Balti forth with regularly should get this e-mail
more Sun all require an e-mail address to address, and it should be this address
be provided
you use in
before they
the major
While I have no doubt that at least
will give you
ity of the
of few of my dedicated readers will
full access
web forms
to their web
you
have
feel that the loss of his e-mail address
sites. Other
to fill out
was only divine retribution for my
legitimate
while surf
sites also re
ing. You
friend's virtual transgressions, a
quire e-mail
should
similar fate can befall even those
addresses
also get in
who avoid the more illicit areas of the the habit
before you
of check
can access
internet.
information,
ing this
including
e-mail ac
Comcast, Blockbuster, and NetFlix.
count every few days - sometimes infor
While the majority of these sites mation you want may get mailed there.
don't inundate you with e-mail, they will
Fortunately, all three major e-mail
send out the occasional advertisement account provider/5 do a pretty good job
that, when combined with others, can of letting in the good spam (the stuff you
clog your inbox. All of this e-mail can might actually want) - and keeping out
add up. Furthermore, there is always the the bad. This means you can still get your
very real possibility that these sites may weekly show times from Fandango, but
have their computers hacked, and all the the offers for the "natural growth enhance
e-mail lists they have stored can become ment" products will be kept out.
Furthermore, many sites that ask
available on the internet.
For spammers, a list like this would for e-mail addresses require you to con
be a gold mine - these are real e-mail ad firm the e-mail address by clicking on a
dresses that have already been confirmed link they send you or responding to an
as active at someone else's expense. As e-mail before you get access. Thus, keep
evidence of the threat, consider these ing your e-mail address active by checking
statistics: in 2001, approximately 8% of your mail regularly may be necessary to
e-mail traffic was spam. By 2003, that continue reaping its benefit.
•

The Computer Guy

Groceries and...
Lingerie?

O

nce upon a time, only one
national grocery chain
had locations within the
city -Safeway. Washingtonians lovingly
nicknamed all of the local neighborhood
stores. Time has erased some of the
names, and a few migrated to other loca
tions after their former locales folded or
moved. Here are the ones of which I'm
aware.

a name, send an email to eaustern@law.
gwu.edu, and I'll try and get it into my
last column.

The Fashion Chase

If you're a guy, stop reading. NOW.
The following is definitely for women
only.
Four weeks ago, I was asked to be a
bridesmaid for a wedding that happened
last week. The entire wedding had been
planned with about as much foresight,
Watergate: Senior Safeway
So named because of the octoge and surprisingly, the bride hadn't picked
narians who live in the Watergate and dresses for the bridesmaids. "Pick any
frequent the store, our local Safeway thing," she said, "as long as it's black."
What's a girl to do in DC when she
does not have a good reputation. It is
well-known that the store marks up has about five minutes to find a dress?
prices to take advantage of the well-heeled First, some parameters. If you are a size
Watergate crowd and the desperate GW 12 or below, Georgetown is the obvious
population.
place to start, but I haven't been a size 12
since I was a freshman in high school.
Glover Park: Social Safeway
So, I hit every department store in Tyson's
Once upon a time, the young, single, Corner Mall and Tyson's Galleria Mall.
public-school-teacher
As it was prom season,
types who lived in the
there were plenty of
dresses, but I'm 29, not
Glover Park neigh
16, and I couldn't find a
borhood flirted in the
dress I'd willingly wear
aisles of the Safeway
outside the dressing
located just above
Georgetown.
room (not that I thought
some of those things
Dupont Circle:
were appropriate for a
Soviet Safeway
16-year-old, either). I
ELIZABETH AUSTERN
The aisles are
also hit Claire Dratch
narrow and they are Washington Native in Bethesda, which is
out of stock o n . . .
high on price but low
everything? Actually,
on honesty - according
the "Soviet" moniker used to belong to to the sales people, everything you try on
a store way uptown, directly across from is "fabulous," no matter how horrible it
the Uptown movie theater, in fact. That looks on you.
store is now privately run by a Jewish fam
Desperate, I shopped at David's
ily that keeps it well-stocked with Kosher Bridal in Rockville (there are stores all
items; but I digress.
over the country - www.davidsbridal.
com). They too were stocked up for prom
Dupont Circle: Secret Safeway
season. I walked in with low expectations,
And now you're saying to yourself: but found four dresses that were decent,
"there's another Safeway in Dupont and settled on a beaded satin dress. The
Circle?" Hence the secret -the unmarked total cost of the dress, with alterations,
store is located just off of Florida a block was less than $200, and the alterations
from Connecticut Avenue near Dupont were done in about a week. The advantage
Circle. The store is called a "townhouse of a store like this: they have everything
Safeway" - and it's almost small enough to go with the dress -they carry lingerie,
to fit in one, too. I worked a block away shoes, and evening gloves for example,
for ten weeks before I knew the store was which were nice as an option.
there.
I somewhat guiltily (because the
David's Bridal folks had been nice) bought
Georgetown Day High School: my lingerie at Sylene near the Friendship
The Really Secret Safeway
Heights Metro station in Chevy Chase.
This store is behind a high school. They've been fitting women's bras for 50
No one can find it, and I've never been years, although you are much better off
there. What more need I say?
if one of the owners of the business is
helping you than a store employee, www.
Adams Morgan: Spanish Safeway sylene.com. I also looked for shoes in
This store was named for the cli Georgetown and at the malls, but I wear
entele - the neighborhood used to be a wide shoe, and so had trouble finding
overwhelmingly Latin, but gentrification shoes in my size that I wouldn't break an
has started to creep in.
ankle in. For comfortable dancing shoes, I
tried Comfort One both in Dupont Circle
Georgia Avenue: Sixties Safeway/ and Georgetown Park mall, but they had
Un-Safeway
a limited selection because of the timing
The neighborhood deteriorated - before Spring, after Winter. I ended up
steadily after this store was built in a style buying shoes from Zappos.com that I had
that was retro forty years ago. From front seen at Nordstrom because Nordstrom
view, the place looks like a flying-saucer
didn't have in my size. Normally Zappo's
cross-section.
has free shipping (on both purchases and
returns), but because time was of the
There are more - the MacArthur essence I paid for the overnight service
Boulevard Safeway (near GW's Mount and received 2 pair of shoes in under 12
Vernon Campus) had a name at one hours.
point, and there is one known as the
The story has a happy ending. Ev
Switchblade/Satanic Safeway because eryone complimented me on the dress and
of the neighborhood it's in - but I can't the shoes- -I trust, without prompting.
remember which. If your local store has Probably.
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Rankings Schmankings . . . What
Does It Really Mean?
ast week, the GW Law
School welcomed almost 300
^anxious 'Pre-Ls,' as they are
affectionately known. It was scary to see
someone that had already brought their
rolling backpack and knew more law than
me after their 3 days on campus. How
ever, as we tried to drill into their heads,
rankings only matter if the other school
you are considering is ranked below us.
If it's Georgetown you are considering,
remember that we have much more fun
at GW.
I recall one of these students here
this weekend asking me why she should
choose GW over BU. My first thought
- check the rankings... upon my inves
tigation I was dumbfounded to find that
G W andBU were dramatically tied at 20th
place. Stupid rankings.
So I needed another tool to sway
the impressionable potential GW-er. I
told her that GW was in DC and DC
was a much better city than Boston - so
that's why she should come. She replied
that Boston was rated as a more "student
friendly city.". Then I replied, "Well, it's
colder there." She looked at me and said,
"Well, surveys show that colder weather
increases study time and thereby improves
future job performance." "Well, I hope
you are happy at BU, especially because
of the rat problem they have up there . .
. oh yeah, and doesn't BU have like a C

they choose a law school, a brand of car, top tier next year."
or a date from Match.com, usually they'll
The truth is rankings do matter and
mutter something that relates to the fact do affect how people choose their school.
that this choice was rated "highest in its We've never heard the deans of Harvard
class."
or Stanford com
Is 20th a good
plain about those
rank? Is 42nd a
rankings. Reality
good rank? Is 1st
is, if Podunk U was
rated in the top ten,
the best rank? In
they'd have their
reality, I really have
tour guides wearing
no idea. I'm pretty
shirts with a big fat
happy here at #20,
but would I be hap
'US NEWS SAYS
WE'RE #7' on the
pier if I was tied at
ERIC KOESTER
8th? Who knows?
front.
All I do know is
Those US
that most of the
News rankings
students here last
aren't for everyone.
week knew the rankings like the back of For those who are more concerned with
their hands and they equate each increase the finer things in life, there are rankings
in the rankings to additional dollars in out there for best computer labs, best
their pockets. I guess if #42 equates to sports facilities, best campus bars, and best
a Toyota, then #20 is a BMW and #1 women's tennis team - everything and
has gotta be a
anything re
Bentley.
lated to col
However,... rankings only
T h e
leges.
matter if the other school you are
world is ob
Indi
sessed with
ana
Uni
considering is ranked below us.
lists, rankings,
versity's adand standings.
ministration
Choosing the
recently ex
"right" law school is no different. U.S. pressed horror when they were ranked the
News & World Report has made a killing top party school in the country. But I'm
providing the definitive rankings of col sure as soon as the interviews were over,
minus curve?"
leges, graduate schools, and even doctor those same administrators were cracking
I'm'not afraid to play dirty ... I ate programs.
Heinekens in the back room wondering
expect to see her shining face here during
While countless admissions admin how they'd fit a 11 the new students into
Orientation. To select a law school, you istrators will tell you that those rankings the campus dorms.
might be better off just throwing a dart at don't matter and shouldn't be anyone's
All of these rankings and factors are
a dartboard . . . maybe that's why I was basis of college selection, those rankings great, but they still don't tell us much. We
forced to resort to dirty play. Seriously, are how daddy buys a new car. "Daddy can go to a school full of smart people and
rankings run this world. Ask people why may be able to buy the Beemer if we make look like the village idiot or we can go to

Li

T

hey say that Law School is a
competitive place. The Inter
net is rife, not just with porn,
but also with stories about the crazy folk
who go to law school and try to succeed,
not on their own merits, but by sabotaging
their classmates. Why, I've heard horror
stories about students cutting passages out
of journals in the library. And that was
after I finished the first semester of LRW
and stopped doing it.
You've probably noticed this
competitive behavior in your classes. First,
we've got the gunners, who think that
asking ridiculous questions, answering
every other question, and generally keep
ing their hands in the air will raise their
grade. Then, you've got the people who
snicker sarcastically after every student
answer, hoping to destroy their classmates'
confidence before the final. Although, to
be fair, I've tried to cut down on that.
But lately I've been noticing some
competitive behavior in a form I didn't
really expect. As we all know, the first
year moot court competition is coming
up this weekend, and some lLs seem to
be a bit more "into it" than I would have
expected. For example, just the other day,
I happened to overhear (or to be more
accurate, "make up") the following con
versation.
"Bitch, you ain't got nothing! When
you try to bring your sad ass arguments,
I'll just be all like, 'Bitch, you ain't got
nothing,"' said a certain 1L to his prospec-

Badgering the Witness

the top party school and fail out after 7
weeks of college. After graduating from
college, we know what's really important:
making memories.
It isn't enough to just go to a great
party school. You need to make your
memories with attractive people who
don't drink Natural Ice Lite (oh, bad
memories). These are the memories you
make during the Vodka Olympics with
the future captain of the Dallas Cowboy
Cheerleaders.
In the end, who knows what the
heck any of these rankings really mean.
Some silly Pre-L told me he was planning
to go to GW for the first year and then
to transfer to a higher ranked school. I
restrained from giving him a swirly, but
did manage to convince him that GW
hadn't really fallen to #51 like the Nota
Bene said.
Seriously, is this the type of person
these stupid rankings create? Guess that's
the price of rankings eh? Oh, and in
case you were wondering I accidentally
tripped that kid as he was walking up the
stairs later in the day. Good luck signing
your name on the deposit check with a
broken arm.
No longer is it possible to just base
your decision on a single factor - like the
US News Rankings. You need to take the
all the key factors that will ultimately
produce the best collegiate experience, full
of stories you'll want to tell you children,
but can't.
I think the only real winner in this
whole thing is US News & World Report.
Without these lists and rankings, everyone
would just spend their time reading News
week or Time. Guess that's what it means
to be the #3 magazine, eh?
•

Bring It
five opponent.
fighting the real enemy? I think you know
To which she replied, 'Please, who I mean.
punk, your sorry ass
The professors.
brief reads like you
Think about it:
paid a UDC student to
who sets up these de
write it. Did you even
mented parlor games?
notice that you forgot
Who watches and
to underline your cita
laughs as we struggle
tion on page 5?"
against each other
"Bitch, I used
("40 quatloos on the
italics." He then
newcomer!")? Who
walked triumphantly
is in control of our
away.
destinies, able to de
After that the
stroy our dreams just
RICH COWELL
whole thing devolved
by writing a letter on
into a series of "yo'
our exam?
momma" jokes. I
The professors.
know, the state of trash
So, what can we
talk in this country is
do? Well, the problem
dangerously lame.
is we can't defeat our
Anyway, people seem to be going evil overlords directly. No, they have all
crazy trash-talking about moot court. We the power, and the whole system is set up
have nerdy engineering majors going up to support their regime. The only thing
to hulking political science majors and we can do is strike indirectly.
insulting
S o
t h e m .
here's what
GW will grow to be a beautiful,
Luckily,
we're going
the politi
to do. First,
hippie-like place full of wonder and
cal science
I think, in the
compassion.
guys don't
spirit of colleusually
giality, every
quite get the joke, and merely furrow their one should just not go to the moot court
brows in a vain attempt to understand.
competition. Just stay home this Friday
But isn't all this counter-produc and Saturday. Relax, drink a ton, and
tive? Aren't we just wasting our energy don't worry about the competition.
by fighting each other? Shouldn't we be
Next, I want everyone who got

Post Hoc, Ergo
Propter Hoc

above a 3.3 last semester to not study
for finals. Resist your brown-nosing,
overachieving urge to work your ass off
and just relax. I'm not asking you to skip
your finals, just to do poorly. It'll help
everybody out.
Finally, I think everyone who tried
out in the journal competition should just
drop out. Just send a letter to the journal
withdrawing your name and throw your
Bluebook in the trash.
Now, I know what you're think
ing: if we make everyone equal and get
rid of all the competition, it'll be just
like communism (or maybe "Harrison
Bergeron," if you're more literate). Well,
I understand your concern and I'll put it
to rest. We won't have communism, as
long as at least one person is ranked above
someone else.
I'm going to stand up right now, take
one for the team, and volunteer to be that
person. I will sacrifice myself, and be the
only person to show up for moot court
tryouts. I will bravely keep my name on
the list for the journals. And, god help
me, I will study for finals.
So, you see, it's all going to be okay.
With your support, we can finally stamp
out the feces-filled bag of competition.
GW will grow to be a beautiful, hippie
like place full of wonder and compassion.
And, best of all, I can finally get to be
number one in the class. It's a beautiful
dream, people. Let's get out there and
make it happen.
•
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OPINIONS
Labor and Employment Law Practice:
A People Oriented Field
BY PROFESSOR CHARI.ES CRAVER

Special to the Nota Bene
Over the past twenty-five years, the
practice of Labor and Employment Law
has changed significantly due to the fact
that the percentage of workers represented
by labor organizations has declined from
over 20 in 1980 percent to under 10 per
cent today.
Workers who used to be protected
by contractual "just cause" provisions
precluding the imposition of discipline
without good cause and grievance-ar
bitration procedures that could be used
to challenge unfair employer decisions
are now "at will" employees who can be
terminated at any time for almost any
reason. The diminishing impact of unions
helps explain why the real wages of most
workers have remained stagnant over the
past twenty five years, while CEO com
pensation and shareholder wealth have
grown ten-fold.
The decreasing rate of unioniza
tion has changed the practice of Labor
and Employment Law. Litigation before
the National Labor Relations Board has
declined somewhat, while legislatures and
courts have filled the void created by di
minishing unionization. State courts have
created exceptions to the traditional employment-at-will doctrine, and Congress
and state legislatures have enacted laws
covering civil rights, occupational safety
and health, workers and unemployment
compensation, wages and hours, family
and medical leave, mass layoff and plant
closure notification, pensions and fringe
benefits, and similar areas. As a result,
Employment Law practice has expanded
dramatically, becoming one of the top five
areas of legal practice.
Law firms are constantly seeking
students with an interest in Labor and
Employment Law. Some firms specialize
in Labor and Employment Law, repre
senting companies, labor unions, or indi
vidual claimants. Large corporate firms
often have Labor and Employment Law
departments to satisfy the needs of their
business clients. Attorneys also work for
administrative agencies such as the Labor
Board, the Equal Employment Opportu
nity Commission, various Department
of Labor divisions, and different state
agencies.
What makes Labor and Employ
ment Law practice interesting is the
constant focus on the rights of individu
als. For most people, their families, their
health, and their jobs are the three most

important things in their lives. When they
are treated unfairly by their employers or
fear employment losses, they often seek
legal assistance. Despite their decline,
unions still represent over 15 million
public and private sector workers. AFLCIO leaders are presently seeking ways
to become more effective at organizing
white collar and service personnel. If
they are successful in these areas, union
membership could again increase as it did
in the mid-1930s after the President of the
American Economic Association indicat
ed that unions were no longer necessary
and predicted that they would become
irrelevant by the end of the 1930s.
We are blessed at GW with a wide
range of Labor and Employment Law
courses taught by Professor Michael Selmi
and myself, and by a number of excel
lent adjunct faculty members. Students
interested in this area should take Labor
Law (266), which explores the right of
workers to join unions and seek collective
bargaining rights, Employment Discrimi
nation Law (390), which covers the dif
ferent civil rights laws, Employment Law
(268), which covers a number of laws and
judicial doctrines regulating individual
employment rights, and/or Employee
Benefit Plans (272), which covers the
regulation of pension plans and other
fringe benefit programs. Administrative
Law (400) is also highly recommended,
because many Labor and Employment
Law statutes are enforced though federal
and state administrative agencies.
The late Bernard Dunau, who used
to handle appellate cases on behalf of
workers and labor organizations and used
to teach Labor Law at the University of
Virginia, used to say that "the practice of
law is especially rewarding, because every
now and then you get to strike a blow for
freedom and this allows you walk a little
taller and hold your head a little higher."
Individuals who deal with the rights of
individual employees often get this op
portunity, and the clients whose rights
are advanced are eternally grateful. It is
this daily contact with legal issues affect
ing real people which makes Labor and
Employment Law practice so personally
fulfilling.
Anyone wishing to obtain addi
tional information regarding Labor and
Employment Law practice should contact
Professor Charles Craver in Burns 406 or
ccraver@law.gwu.edu.
•
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Letters To The Editor
for basic needs, and instead endorses the
view that our civilization can and will
In his column of March 21, David provide a decent floor for the aged, infirm,
McAlpine makes a few interesting state and their dependents. It is the radical re
jection of this social contract that is and
ments concerning social security.
Oddly enough, he compares 160 always has driven the extremist right wing
workers of the 1930's to 20 or some work hostility to this popular social program.
ers of today. As if in the last 70 years, no This radical view is out of touch not just
gains had been made in productivity. A with the American people, but also with
damning account of the technological dy modernity.
Lasdy, David makes an interesting
namism of the post war US economy, and
where it is likely to head into the future. reference to "the power of markets."
Fortunately, productivity does exist and Markets may at times be disassociated
does provide a cushion to social security. from economic realities, but they are not
Since only initial benefit levels are wage so disconnected in the infinite horizon
indexed, every increase in productivity over which social security is expected to be
provides a net gain to the infinite balance solvent. It is odd to conjure an economy
that can't provide for its aged and infirm
of social security.
His comparison of the system to a but can at the same time create the capital
pyramid or Ponzi scheme is also inter returns and therefore a stock market that
esting. Ponzi schemes fail when people will. This concoction reflects the power
cease entering them, and the law decides of snake oil, of market fetishism, not
to halt them because we know that they markets.
will eventually fail. However, people are
True, there may be a shift in in
not going to cease entering the social come towards capital and high wage
security system - except if we begin to compensation and away from the labor
impose some of the various right wing compensation that is in taxable payroll.
plans to carve it up. I do admit that there If so, the taxable payroll revenue model
are chances that people will cease to join may need to shift accordingly. It would
our society, but then we'll find more of a be odd, however, to have individuals, on
general problem of not being able to do their own, filter this shifted revenue via the
anything, rather than not being able to volatility and vagaries of market returns.
care for the aged and infirm.
It would certainly not be social and secure
Most interesting is the hostile char to do so.
acterization of the fundamental tenet of
These comments go along with
social security as "robbing Peter to pay what many Americans as well as poli
Paul." The basic idea of social security ticians on both sides of the aisle have
is that the presently able take care of the observed. Currently, the biggest threat to
aged and infirm — c hanged in the 80's to social security are the vultures attempting
add some prc-funding for demographic to "fix" it.
shocks. This basic social contract rejects
the view that in advanced societies we
Sincerely,
will leave people to fend for themselves
Guilherme Roschke, 2L
Dear Editor,
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Terri and John Paul II

;

I wo lives. Two deaths. An of her will to die and his inheritance as
obscure American woman. her husband of her estate?
A renowned Polish man.
There are sound reasons for ap
She chose the vocation of wife. He chose pellate courts to show deference to trial
the vocation of priest. She, still young. courts' findings of fact. But in virtually
He, grown old. In the end, there was every other aspect of law, there are lines
nothing anyone could do for him. In the to be drawn and balancing tests to employ.
end, there was something anyone could Would it not be appropriate, if only when
have done for her. Her life, taken with the a human life is in the balance, to lower
blessing of her country. His life, given as the bar on reviewing a judge's finding
a blessing to the world.
of fact?
Their lives have already had a
When witnesses testified that Mi
greater impact on the world than will chael said he had no idea what Terri
those of most who were alive to watch would have wanted? When, throughout
them end. Most agree that his was a life a trial seeking money damages for Terri's
worth living. Many have asserted that treatment, he never mentioned her desire
hers was not. Each of us has been given not to be artificially fed and hydrated?
much to think about. Too many won't When his recollection was refreshed on
give it a second thought.
receipt of payment? When others testi
Supporters of the outcome in Terri's fied to her orthodox Catholic beliefs?
case ground their support on the following Was this not, maybe, worth a second
propositions: (1) A mentally competent look before affirmative action was taken
person may refuse medical care. (2) The to end her life?
court found as a matter of fact, on the ba
And, as we engage in and defend
sis of clear and convincing evidence, that our ceaseless line drawing, should we
Terri, in a mentally com
so quickly decide that
petent state, expressed her
feeding and hydration
DAVID MCALPINE
intent, should she ever be
through a tube is defini
severely brain-damaged,
tively medical treatment?
to refuse medical care.
Can the parent of a
(3) The administration of
brain-damaged newborn
nutrition and hydration is medical care.
refuse to feed her, proclaiming she would
These propositions, though stated not want to live? Are such questions really
simply, should not be applied simplisti- so elementary and beyond contemplation
cally. Much is troubling in them. Under and reflection? Does it not give pause that
what circumstances do we recognize an so many others consider the provision
end to the spou
of nourishment
sal relationship?
and hydration
basic human
in such rare life
And, as we engage in and
and death cases,
,
decency? Shall
should judicial
defend our ceaseless line
we return to
the days when
fact-finding really
drawing, should We SO
the
weak, the
be sacrosanct?
quickly
decide that Jfeeding
J
ill and the old
Is the feeding of
*
*
and hydration through a
are simply exone who cannot
feed herself really
tube is definitively medical
posed?
Terri's
"medical treat.
,0
treatment/
plight has given
ment"?
us all occasion
In our legal
to ponder these
framework, when
questions. As
disputes arise in
such otherwise family matters, society have the conduct of Michael Schiavo, the
- through the courts - steps in to resolve courts, the legislature and the executive,
them. In such cases, absent a formal legal both state and federal. It is not beyond
expression of the incapacitated spouse's the pale that we should grapple with such
will, the other spouse becomes the pre issues. This is not "none of our business."
sumptive legal guardian. And, even in Hopefully, we will spend considerable
matters of life and death, the deference time on these issues. Not a bad legacy
shown by appellate courts to findings of for a life so many wrote off as not worth
living.
fact by lower courts is nigh on inviolate.
The immensity of John Paul II's
Those who have made it through
first-year law are familiar with the concept contributions will take decades to cata
of judicially-constructed facts; construc logue. He participated in the major events
tive receipt, constructive notice, construc of his time, spoke influentially on the
tive acceptance. These are declared when, defining issues of our time, and helped
despite the absence of some otherwise mold the world in which we and future
requisite legal formality, the facts belie generations will live. He was, indisput
ably, a transformational figure.
the effects.
What then do these two lives, these
When we recognize the concept
of "common law" marriage, despite the two deaths, have in common besides
absence of otherwise required legal for their shared Catholic faith and their near
malities, why should we not recognize the proximity in time? We know that each of
existence of a "constructive" or "common these people -one her death imposed, the
law" divorce, despite the absence of filings other his death accepted -clung to life te
naciously. We know that each ultimately
and judgment?
The argument that Michael and Ter touched millions of others.
First-hand accounts report that
ri's relationship was a marriage according
to common usage is unpersuasive. Many John Paul II approached the end of his
recognize his behavior as abandonment life with genuine serenity and perhaps
or adultery; both grounds for divorce in even hopeful anticipation. Nevertheless,
embracing the Culture of Life, he con
many states.
Had they separated without divorce, demned the insouciance with which so
as many couples do, and had he taken up many apprehended the death sentence
residence and had 2 children with another meted out to Terri Schiavo. His time, he
woman, as he did, and 10 years later Terri knew, had come. Hers was forced. No
were incapacitated in an accident, would doubt his heart was troubled, as were the
Americans still accept his proclamation hearts of many others, at the prospect that

Right Answer

S

John Paul the Great

everal years ago, my father
In each he saw, literally and figuand I were sorting through ratively, the soul-sucking character of
some files when I came upon secularism run amok,
something unexpected. My father, hostile
Shortsightedly, John Paul II also
to packrats and not prone to nostalgia, connected the demands for female clergy,
kept his old documents in a small box clerical marriages, and contraception to
stored in a closet. Hunting for my social the rising tide of secularism that he saw
security card, I instead found an old News- lapping at the foundations of the Church,
week magazine buried among the ancient gradually eroding its moral strength and
tax returns and insurance policies. It was influence.
from October 1978. On the cover was a
While arguably misguided on those
handsome, vested man and three words: issues, he understood that moral institu"A Polish Pope."
tions could easily evolve, but rarely go
In my hometown of Simpson, back. He therefore refused to surrena hamlet in Northeastern Pennsylvania, der ground to an historical trend that,
Pope John Paul II is not a hero. In this while sometimes producing good, could
predominantly Cathoonly end badly for the
lie and Polish workCatholic Church and
By ANTHONY MARC AVAGE
ing-class town, Karol
Stajf Writer
religious belief in genJozef Wojty instead
eral.
sits somewhere between
Throughout his
pope and messiah. In most churches and life, therefore, he was prone to draw lines
many homes, his picture hangs with the in the sand beyond which he would not
ubiquity of the crucifix.
negotiate.
He is worshiped, not as a god, but
Despite the political and theologi
as the remarkable son whose talent and cal gravity of his papacy, however, John
success naturally reflect well on his family. Paul II will be remembered best for his
He is worshipped as first among equals: joy and the hope it inspired. He clearly
As a Pole, as a Catholic, and as the most enjoyed being pope, and his ebullience was
extraordinary of ordinary people.
contagious for those fortunate enough to
For many, especially non-Catholics, see him, even in areas of acute poverty
John Paul II epitomized the enigmatic and seeming despair,
character of the Catholic Church. Critics
Unlike many authority figures, John
justifiably asked how a pope so dedicated Paul II connected easily with the masses,
to alleviating poverty and suffering in the Viewing his humanity as his greatest
developing world could stand against strength, he led crowds from Poland to
the use of
Brazil in chants
contraceptives
Qf "Solidarity!"
for populaHe is worshiped, not as a
not as a monarch
tion and dis
from his papal
god, but as the remarkable
ease control,
throne, but as the
son of a tailor.
or how one
son whose talent and success
He did not
so pivotal in
naturally reflect well on his
hide his face and
defeating com
family. He is worshipped
body as it decayed
munist oppres
from illness, but
sion could de
as first among equals: As a
put them forth,
fend the gen
Pole, as a Catholic, and as
both as a testa
der inequali
ment to suffering
the most extraordinary of
ties of his own
and because there
Church.
ordinary people.
was work yet to
These
be
done.
contradictions
^•••
It was
are best ex
the
Pope
of
joy
and
humanity
that
moved
plained, I think, in the context of the
Pope's conception of the post-modern people in places like Simpson. Most fami
world. The Pope waged a spiritual war lies, like mine, have a memento from the
against communism, not simply due to its Pope's election or his travels to the United
oppressive nature, but because it unabash States. One family friend has a photo
edly elevated man to the center of a mate that her grandfather took of his television
rial universe. In communism, John Paul as it broadcast the Pope's first visit to this
II saw what he believed were the logical country in 1979.
and horrible results of a world without
Such adoration is not won through
moral grounding in God, one in which all theology or even politics, but through
manner of atrocities were rationalized in love.
the name of human "progress."
Indeed, the accomplishments of this
Nor did he conceive of the capitalist Pope are well known. He was unrepen
alternative as free from such danger. He tant in his love ofhumanity, and therefore
preached against unrestrained capitalism, intransigent in areas that he believed
arguing that Western societies, awash in crucial to human destiny.
materialism, risked becoming "slaves of
He gave hope to the faithful, and
possession and immediate gratification." struck fear in those he opposed. He was
He warned that such "superdevelopment" the Polish boy whom history nearly deposed the dual evils of hyper-individual- voured, but later to whom it yielded. Yet
ism and exploitation of the developing we can sum up his life in a simple epithet:
world.
He was Pope John Paul the Great.
•

a nation would tolerate the starvation and
dehydration of a perfectly healthy brain
damaged woman.
Perhaps as a result of these events
we will conclude: (1) Mentally competent
persons must execute the requisite legal
documents; courts may not impose "con
structive" living wills. (2) Findings of fact
that involve ending human life are subject
to de novo review. (3) The provision of

nutrition and hydration in a civilized so
ciety are not medical care.
Should that result, then perhaps,
after all, Terri's death, like John Paul II's
life, will have become a blessing to us all;
for which, our reaction to these providen
tially linked lives and deaths may best be
expressed with a silent, "Thank you." Requiescant in pace.
m
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Judicial Sectarianism
BY MARCUS EHRLANDF.R

Opinions Editor

Board Editorial

As if We Never Said...
Hello?

In my final semester, I decided unlawful tactics, such as the attempt to
to try focusing my column exclusively reinsert Schiavo's feeding tube through
on the subject of religion, specifically a subpoena and the passage of constitu
its harmful impact on our political and tionally absurd legislation trying to force
This edition of Nota Bene is the last who just said "amen" ought to be the first
legal culture. It sounded iffy even to re-litigation of the case federally.
published by the 2004-2005 Editorial ones to sign up. To quote our first Edito
me; coming up with a constant stream
In any case, those factors certainly board - the last issue, as is Nota Bene tra rial: "If you don't like what we're writing
of well thought-out opinions can be render much less credible future Republi dition, will be produced by a new board. then put your money where your mouth
difficult even without any substantive can appeals to their supposedly unwaver When we inherited our positions at the is, and help make us better."
limitations.
ing principles of federalism.
Students, faculty, and alumni who
end of last year, we promised there would
And of course, I also knew there
Yet, the Republican leadership be no major changes to the paper. We claim to be too busy to join our staff have
would be resistance, and not only be clearly knew that these tactics would not hope that, in our readership's eyes, Nota no excuse: while our regular staff are most
cause of the taboo nature of my favorite go unnoticed. And they must have seen Bene has been as good, or better, than it valuable to us by virtue of their dedica
topic. The political column, many think, very quickly that the vast majority of the was when we took over.
tion, we frequently accept submissions
is a place to advertise ideas, but never to country was not behind their crusade.
Behind the scenes, there have been from people who want to communicate
dwell or go too deep. This is especially If nothing else, the entrance of Jesse major changes. Our staff is nearly twice just one noteworthy item to the Law
so in a forum like the Nota Bene, which Jackson into the fray on behalf of the the size it was when we published our first School community (see the lead story this
despite our best efforts is not always parents suggests that partisanship was paper in April of 2004, and the majority issue, and the first Opinions page).
recognized as a bulwark of serious jour not the only factor in play.
Of course, if you start writing, and
of our writers will continue with Nota
nalism.
never stop, that's ok too. Or, if you write
With leadership like the Bush fam Bene next year.
Yet, it never seemed convincing ily, Bill Frist and Tom Delay, the one
We brought our production capa for greed -we do pay our staff, after all
to me that because some students don't thing scarier than political pandering is bility up-to-date over Winter Break, ac - we'll still take you. If you're really lucky,
take our paper seriously, that its writers that they may actually have believed in quiring new hardware and software, and you'll unexpectedly find yourself on the
and editors shouldn't either. Sure, our what they were doing. Indeed, if there significantly streamlining the publishing board, paid a fraction of minimum-wage,
goal is as much to divert the Law School is one thing that will corrupt government process.
and wondering where this dedication
community as it is to inform or opine, but more than crass politics, it is the mixture
We re-hauled our physical space comes from.
I think it is unfortunate when we try en into that politics of a little genuine reli as well, installing a "morgue" for past
And it's not just news writers we
tirely to divorce our legal education from gious belief.
need,
although they are the most impor
issues (cleaning ten years of junk out of
any serious philosophical inquiry.
And in the case of Terri Schiavo, the the Nota Beneoffice in the process), chang tant. Departing 3Ls are leaving many
Moreover,
religious per- ing the locks, and generally rehabbing a vacancies in the Features and Opinions
spective was formerly cluttered basement. Hopefully, Sections. There's always room for a new
although I am
If there is one thing that will
keenly aware of
about much our goal was met and all of this was ac cartoonist, and an intuitive spirit to divine
America's dis
m o r e t h a n complished without any of you noticing the horoscopes.
corrupt government more than
While we can't help but be a bit sad
taste for plain
s a v i n g o n e the difference.
crass politics, it is the mixture
life. To many,
^speaking on the
If so, we owe our thanks to our afore to let our baby go, and can't help but won
Schiavo was a mentioned staff, who strived, achieved and der how it'll survive without us, we leave
absurdities of re
into that politics of a little
test from God, improved throughout the year. As time knowing that our successors are more
ligion, as I have
genuine religious belief.
and
America has gone on, we've noticed a decrease in than competent and capable enough to
argued, the in
would be held the amount of editing we have had to do, carry on the proud Nota Bene tradition.
tense politicizaWe also know that it won't be
accountable. and an increase in the number of favorable
tion of religion
under the Bush administration neces This message was emblazoned on the (or, occasionally, piqued) comments our very long before they too look back on a
surprisingly successful year and wonder
sitates that people of reason and con signs of the protesters, and can be seen writers receive.
science point out the serious problems on religious blogs across the internet.
But, as we flee our extra-curricular where the time has gone.
People they don't even know yet
of subjective (and irrational) faith being The logic is actually pretty clear; why else responsibilities for (hopefully) better-pay
used to make objective political deci would God bring this poor woman to our ing ones, we'd like to make the same sug will work to make next year better than
national attention, unless he wanted to gestion we made when we started: come this one.
sions.
And so we say goodbye. It's been
If ever there was a question of gauge our nation's response? "God help work for us! [No, we're not offering you
•
whether there would be sufficient mate us all," they said, if we should respond jobs in the real world.] Nota Bene now, as nice knowing 'ya.
rial to write about, however, it is certainly incorrectly.
always, needs good writers; those of you
Although there is no way of know
gone now.
Now, as far as I'm concerned, ing whether politicians really took this
every political issue has become tied to view to heart, it is beyond doubt that
religion, in as much as our President's personal religion factored into their ac
virtually only qualification for office was tions. Tom Delay, at least, seemed to
his overt Christianity. Whether related to endorse the idea explicitly, saying, "It
that or not, though, it seems like nearly is more than just Terri Schiavo ... I tell
Editor-in-Chief Sarah Hensley
every issue which comes up these days you, ladies and gentlemen, one thing
Managing Editor Elizabeth Austern
God has brought to us is Terri Schiavo
has clear religious overtones.
News Editor Jane Yanovsky
And the damage that is done can to elevate the visibility of what's going
Features Editor Peter Bromaghim
be no clearer than it was in the sad case on in America."
Opinions Editor Marcus Ehrlander
Yet, the recent statements of other
of Terri Schiavo.
Now, I am not one of those who religious conservatives may give better
Staff
think that Republicans seized the Schiavo insight into why the rule of law is so in
Cristina von Spiegelfeld Frank Lattuca
adequate in harnessing religious beliefs
case out of sheer political shrewdness.
Rich Cowell Ike Himowitz
It may be true that Republicans when the two come into conflict. In a
Lindsay Tasher Joshua Singer
have a knack for gaining politically even recent speech, Antonin Scalia defended
Eric C. Jeschke Eric Koester
on unpopular stances by winning single- public display of the Ten Command
Rebecca Parker David Michael Morfin
issue voters in strategically important ments, saying they are a "symbol of the
Sam Dangremond Stephanie Deckter
states, such as with guns rights and abor fact that government derives its author
Anthony Marcavage David McAlpine
tion. It also seems accurate that Jeb Bush ity from God." George Bush has made
Emily Aldrich Denise Noel
has now solidified his credentials with similar statements, declaring, "We need
David Watson Mark Nagle
the religious right, which would indeed common-sense judges who understand
Yuta Usuda Stuart Nickum
be an asset in his widely anticipated fu our rights were derived from God."
Nicholas Sayers Talmadge Dowling
How, again, does God dictate the
ture run for president.
strict
construction
of our laws? The vi
That they then pursued their ob
sion
of
these
statements
is strikingly clear:
jective in blatant disregard for the rule
Nota Bene is published bi-weekly by the students of The George Washington University Law School. Its office is
of law could also be taken as a sign that Theocracy, by judicial activism.
located in the basement at 2008 G Street, NW, Washington D C 20052, (202) 676-3879,
With beliefs like that, its no wonder
this was pure political pandering. One
The views expressed herein do not necessarily reflect the views of The George Washington University Law School
or Nota Bene. Board Editorials represent the views of a majority of the Editorial Board Opinion columns are reflective of
would usually asjume that crass politics, the religious right is willing to violate the
the views of the column's author(s). In articles, the source of information is identified, and an attempt is made to pre scot a
not principle, would be responsible where law in order to promote their agenda.
balanced view. In letters, the veracity of statements is strictly the responsibility of the author(s)
Nota Bene will consider for publication all a rticles, letters, announcements, cartoons or opinion pieces submitted
party leadership flatly contradicted their When the only legal power comes from
by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday before publication. Nota Bene strives to treat all submissions in a fair and u niform n .
ideology of respecting state courts and God, and God disagrees with the law,legal
However, due to spate constraints, submissions may be omitted and Nota Bene will make reasonable effort to print if
in a later is sue.
advocating judicial restraint. This was ity becomes merely another tool that either
•
in addition to using clearly dishonest and supports them, or is thrown out.
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ODDS AND ENDS

Horoscopes
Aries
(March 21—April 19)
Two hours long, it'll make you scratch your head, and
it's as painful as all hell, but nothing you can do about
it. Nope not exams, Star Wars III is going to suck.

Taurus
(April. 20—May 20)
Since you've done such good work with th e "Dean
Search Committee," you can expect a call from the
Vatican becau se now they have a position to fill as well

Gemini
(May 21—June 21)
Congratulations on your job in the music business!
Now shut up and find me the new Stereophonies CD
I wanted before I report you to your Tower Records
f^aaaqer.

Cancer
(June 22—July 22)
You are thankful that in just 4 7 days you will never
have to read these stupid Horoscopes again. Not as
thankful as I am that I will never have to write them
again.

Crossword 101

Rough Road Ahead
Across
1 Having no doubt
5 Eastman's Company
10 Restless desire
14 Head cases
15 Endure
16 Poi plant
17 Expression of grief
18 Highway teacher ?
20 Hat
21 Iowa State locale
22 Actor Merlin
23 Polynesian dances
25 Bangkok resident
27 Twenty
29 Ditch digger?
33 Engine noises
34 Important sewer pipes
35 IRS tax deferral item
36 Get up
37 French painter
38 Command word for Fido
39 Bravo
40 Bishop's head piece
41 Roly-poly
42 Frown on
44 Pale
45 Yarn-spinner
46 Svelte
48 Girder
51 Quarterback's call
52 Free from
55 Angry highways?
58 First-rate
59 Squeal
60 Arrivederci
61 Go steady
62 Monster's lake
63 Pasta type
64 Aroma
Down
1 Circus star
2
fruit
3 Highway pit stops?
4 Road curve

B? Ed Canty

1

2

3

'

Leo

14

(July 23—Aug. 2 2)
You'll be reminded of that bridge you bought from that
guy on the corner when you show up for your first
Bar/Bri class and no one is there.

17
20

Virgo

(Aug. 23—Sept. 22)
You're happily surprised by the fact that the top prize
in your Final Four Bracket is a job.

Libra
48

49

••52

50

55
59
62

1

5 Hindu destiny
6 Woodwinds
Cape
7 Bartholomeu
of Good Hope navigator
8 Tally
9 Nail holder
10 Font type
11 Small quantities
12 Native American people
13 Trumpet
19 Certain horses
21 Pub servings
24 Strong desire
25 DA., for one
26 Cacklers
27 Gloucester offering
28 Spicy dish
29 More docile
30 Scram
31 Remove from memory
32 Fabric
34 Engine
37 Prima donna
38 Cummerbund

rr
r

53

54

40 Injures seriously
41 Domino, for one
43 Canteens
46 Burdened
47 Edition
48 Computer image
49 Cheese
50 Long ago
51 Annoyance
53 Division word
54
tick
56 Precedes music or
sheet
57
to Joy
58 Fuss
Quotable Quote

To know the road
ahead, ask those
coming back.
• Chinese Proverb
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Answer on page 7

(Sept. 23—Oct. 23)
You are going on a study abroad trip this summer
instead of workin g at an internship for free, which
makes you the smartest person in the law school.

Scorpio
(Oct. 24—Nov. 21)
You will wake u p Friday m orning as a cabin boy on a
pirate ship.

Sagittarius
(Nov. 22—Dec. 21)
Do you have any money? Good, kiss it good-bye be
cause 17 beers into the EJF auction, $5,800 will seem
like a very reasonable price for a $100 gift certificate
and some quality "alone" time with your favorite prof.

Capricorn
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
You will fin d out . . . you kno w what? Better off that I
don't tell you. Less pain that way.

Aquarius
(Jan. 20—Feb. 18)
You'll be so hung over from the EJF auction that you'll
sleep through your Moot Court oral argument on Fri
day. You should've asked them to change your super
early 7 PM start time.

Pisces
i
(Feb. 19—March 20)
W a i t . . . do you even care what this says? S eriously?
I mean, its not like you ever listen to me .. . that's it,
I'm out of here...

